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similar to the Kok and Lazrus design, that uses a combination of fluorescence reagents to

speciate HZ02,methyl hydroperoxide (MHP) and hydroxymethyl hydroperoxide (HMHP). We

have fabricated two instruments, one for ground and one for aircrafl measurements. Figure 1

shows a schematic diagram, illustrating the different stripping solutions, fluorescence reagents

and fluorescence enhancing reagents utilized. Hydrogen peroxide, HMHP and MHP are stable

under low pH scrubbing conditions. MHP and H20Zare stable in alkaline solution, but HMHP

hydrolyzes rapidly to form H202
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Figure ~: Schematic diagram of the three-channelperoxide analyzer

Thus channels 1 and 2 contain only HZOZand MHP when they meet the fluorescence reagent.

The pOHPAA/HRP reagent in channel 1 responds to all peroxides, although individual peroxides

will be scrubbed with different efficiencies. Channels 2 and 3 use Fenton chemistry to convert

HZ02to a fluorescent product:

Fe(II) + H20Z+ Fe(III) + OH- + OH

OH + C6H5COOH + 0HC6H5COOH

In the presence of 02 and dissolved iron, the cyclohexadienyl radical formed in the second step

produces fluorescent hydroxybenzoic acid isomers (OHBA). Fluorescence intensity is enhanced
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SELF-DRESSING RESISTANCE WELDING ELECTRODE
(Reference Federal Grant # DE-FG01439CE15409)

Resistance welding is a widely used high volume production method for joining sheet
metal. Domestically, it finds its greatest application in the automobile industry, where it is
employed in the body building process. To achieve corrosion protectio~ domestic
automobile manufacturers specifi an almost 10OOAuse of galvanized steel for vehicle body
construction. Because of coating thickness variations and the propensity for zinc to alloy
with the copper based welding electrodes, it is comparatively difficult to weld galvanized
steel. The conventional approach to achieving acceptable welds..with this material is to
use relatively high levels of energy to vaporize the zinc coating from the steel surface.
This typically requires as much as three times the power requirements to produce a weld
as it does on uncoated steel. The self-dressing electrode, by design, has the capacity to
both continuously shed its working surface, and retain a constant cross-sectional area
throughout its entire usable life. Although it exhibits superior performance in all
applications, it was designed specifically for, and produces its most dramatic energy
savings results, when used for welding coated steels.

This program was established to investigate and veri~ the energy related improvements
empirically observed in resistance welding operations employing the use of the self-
dressing resistance welding electrode and its embodiments as described in US patent #
4476372. It was fbrther intended to identi~ the level of contribution to energy savings
made by each of the embodiments and use this data to design a more efficient product.

Planned scoDe of ~roiect:

Initially planned as a two phased, three task, multi-directional program (See: Appendix A -
Program Plan) as follows:

Phase 1:

Task #1 - Produce prototype electrodes and test to establish the optimum weld
parameters for a variety of applications.

Phase 2:

Task #2 - Expand the concept application. Design it into a broader range of
electrode configurations. Produce prototype electrodes and test to
establish optimum weld parameters.

Pg. 1
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Task #3 -

SELF-DRESSING RESISTANCE WELDING ELECTRODE
(Reference Federal Grant # DE-FG01-89CE15409)

Develop a process to produce the refractory reinforced embodiment.
Produce prototypes employing a variety of electrically conductive
materials, test to verify the performance improvement and establish
optimum weld parameters.

*

Firial scope of project:

Although activity progressed in all phases, the program deviated from plan in Task #3.
This was because of both unexpected results that altered the initial assumptions, and a
subsequent attempt to optimize the allocation of the remaining grant funds. This deviation
from plan, left un-funded the potentially most important and most significant element of
the program. A program extension and additional grant funds were requested to support
additional work in Task #3. The extension and funds were subsequently awarded, thus
permitting the Task #3 investigation to be continued through proof of concept.

The following report provides a separate chronological account of the activities taken for
each of the above tasks, along with a detailed narrative of the results and conclusions.
The results of the extended investigation of Task #3 appear in “CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS” under “ADDENDUM’ starting on Pg. 29.

Pg. 2
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SELF-DRESSING RESISTANCE WELDING ELECTRODE
(Reference Federal Grant # DE-FGO1-89CE15409)

TASK #1 PRODUCE PROTOTYPE ELECTRODES AND TEST TO ESTABLISH
OPTIMUM WELD PARAMETERS FOR A VARIETY OF APPLICATIONS

A number of unforeseen circumstances developed during the program that made the
acquisition of prototype electrodes, for test and evaluation purposes, difficult. We had
initially intended to use as our electrode supplier, Proweld, in Sweden. Unfortunately in
September, 1989, just as our program was about to get underway, managerial and
technical resource changes at Proweld resulted in their being no longer interested in
supporting our program. A subsequent search for a domestic supplier of prototype
electrodes identified in March, 1990, as a qualified source, Bronze Industrial, a French
based producer of resistance welding supplies with newly acquired U.S. manufacturing
operations in Tulsa, Oklahoma. They were contracted by Lektrocorp to make the
prototype tooling and manufacture electrodes to our design for test and field evaluation.
After a protracted eight month tool development period Bronze was finally successful in
making the necessary punch and die sets to fit their specialized cold forming equipment. In
Februa~, 1991 we received from Bronze a batch of three different configurations of
electrodes from material that we supplied. The three styles produced were the self-
dressing, pointed, and domed configurations. All three styles featured our patented, high
efficiency, finned cooling cavity. The cooling cavity in the electrodes deviated slightly
from our design because of a problem that Bronze encountered in manufacturing our
product. We were advised that the excessive tool breakage they had experienced with our
design made it necessary to make these changes. The deviation in design took the form of
a modification to the shape of the cooling fins, resulting in an approximate 50°/0reduction
in fin sufiace area. This temporarily altered the scope of our analysis, as one of the
elements that we had intended to evaluate was the effect of cooling fin configuration on
energy use.

In the Grant Funds Allocation Plan we had determined that we would employ Candid
Logic as our source for testing and developing optimum weld schedules. Candid Logic
was selected because of their status as a nationally recognized resistance welding testing
laboratory and their contractual relationship with the General Motors Corp. as an
exclusive source for resistance welding electrode performance testing. This association
proved to be especially beneficial, as when General Motors learned of our development
program they offered to completely underwrite the cost of a peri?ormanceevaluation of the
self-dressing electrode. We accepted, and the test took place at Candid Logic in March,
1991 with the results being made available for review in April. The results of the test were
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disappointing in that the electrode longevity and durability that our designs had previously
demonstrated in the field were not confirmed using the General Motors test parameters.
An analysis was then undertaken to determine why there was not a correlation. A review
was made of the test parameters and equipment that led to a satisfactory explanation.

The General Motors test utilized two different test cells with the following equipment
configurations:

Test Cell #1 - A series coupled, six weld gun, automated welding fixture. This
fixture was equipped with an automatic feed mechanism that simultaneously
indexed six pairs of galvanized steel strips through the electrode pairs to be
welded.

Test Cell #2 - A direct coupled single weld gun automated welding fixture fitted
with a variable pressure controller with which to regulate electrode tip clamping
force on the work piece. This fixture was also equipped with an automatic feed
mechanism that simultaneously indexed two galvanized steel strips through the
electrode pairs to be welded.

The welding procedures and parameters for the test were as follows:

Test Cell #1 - Six pairs of G-60 galvanized steel strips are fed simultaneously
through each of the weld guns set at a constant 650 Lb. tip force.

Welding current is pre-set at an established value and a series of welds are made
on the test strips at one inch increments.

The test is interrupted after eve~ 100 welds and the welds are inspected for
quality. If ftiled welds are found, or tip/workpiece sticking experienced the testis
terminated and the number of welds to ftilure is recorded.

If no failed welds are found, or tip/workpiece sticking experienced the current is
increased by 5°/0and the test is continued for another 100 welds.

Tl& cycle is repeated with the corresponding 5% current increase until either the
electrodes stick to the workpiece, or the welds fail or 100’%0of the available
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Test Cell #1 (cont.) - current is successfidly transferred through the electrodes
(18000 ~pS).

Test Cell #2 - A pair of G-60 galvanized steel strips is indexed through the
electrode pairs until 100 welds are produced. The test is interrupted after every
100 welds and the welds are inspected for quality. If failed welds are found, or
tip/workpiece sticking experienced the testis terminated and the pressure at which
the failure mode occurred is recorded.

If no failed welds are found, or tip/workpiece sticking experienced the tip force is
increased by 50 Ibs. and the test is continued for another 100 welds.

The cycle is continued until either the electrodes stick to the workpiece or the
welds ftil. At that point the tip force is recorded and the test is terminated.

An evaluation of the test equipment and the parameters led to the conclusion that they
were designed to determine the level of abuse in terms of mechanical and electrical loading
that a specific electrode can withstand before breaking down. This was determined to be
an inappropriate test, as high mechanical and electrical load endurance was not part of the
self-dressing electrode design criteria. The self-dressing electrode was designed to
produce high quality welds at lower than normal levels of current and tip force. This
design approach promotes both longer electrode life and reduced levels of power
consumption. It also is less abusive to the total weldlng system.

The test reflected other conditions not consistent with an actual production environment.
Test cell #1 had six weld guns wired in series. Production equipment typically has the
weld guns wired in parallel. Due to normal levels of contamination and variations in
surface condition, changes in resistance born weld to weld at the electrode/workpiece
interface is a normal occurance. This is especially true with coated steels. In a series
configuration a change at one interface will effect current flow at all intetiaces. This can
significantly effect weld quality. For example; a failed weld at one electrode/workpiece
interface will restrict the flow of current in the entire circuit. Series wiring results in a lack
of control of the resistance at the individual electrode/workpiece interfaces For this
reason Lektrocorp recommends that the self-dressing electrode ~ be used in series
welding applications.

Pg. 5
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It was fi.mtherconcluded that the test and evaluation equipment at Candid Logic was not
suited for determining the optimum energy and pressure ranges for a variety of material
combinations. Given these conclusions fbrther testing at Candid Logic was canceled and a
search for a new test and evaluation source initiated.

Preliminary discussions were held in July, 1991 with Tipaloy Inc., a Detroit, MI based
manufacturer of resistance welding equipment, regarding their support of our self-dressing
electrode test and development program. Although Tipaloy did not possess test and
evaluation equipment suited specifically to our needs, they had all the components and
technical capability necessary to construct one. They also displayed a strong commercial
interest in our technology and indicated a willingness and capability to work with us for
our mutual benefit. In December, 1991, Lektrocorp asked for and received a quote in
support of Task #1 from Tipaloy. This was a quote to fabricate, from their own
components, a piece of equipment to seine as a resistance weld test and evaluation station
and to provide the test services and technical support required in Task #1. It was
understood that the quotation covered fabrication labor and technical support services
only. Since the components used in its construction belonged to Tipaloy, the equipment
would remain their property once the program was completed.

By the end of May, 1992 the test station had been assembled. This equipment consisted of
a single weld gun pedestal welding unit with a 200 KVA transformer, an adjustable
constant current weld controller, and an electronically controlled pressure modulation unit
for tip force regulation.

In a resistance welding operation the weld quality is regulated by the weld controller. This
is an electronic device that regulates the principal independent variables of time,
temperature, and work piece clamping load at pre-established levels to produce a weld.
The electrode tip force is a fbnction of the clamping load in pounds temperature, a
fi.mction of the applied electric current in amps; and time, the duration of the current in
terms of number of cycles of weld current. A satisfactory weld can be created within the
combined value range of all of these variables. This range varies according to. the physical
properties of the material being welded. A weld lobe is a chart that identifies the range of
settings of heat (current in amps), and time (number of cycles) that in combination will
result in an acceptable weld at a specified force for a specific material. Weld lobes are
helpfil for pre-determining, in a laboratory environment, weld controller settings for
production operations. They also provide an good tool for comparing the performance
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characteristics of various electrode designs. To evaluate the energy efficiency of the self-
dressing electrode verses the most commonly used conventional electrode configuration
(pointed), weld lobes were developed comparing the two under a variety of different
conditions.

Weld lobe development was started at Tipaloy in June, 1992 for the self-dressing
electrode at three different clamping loads using combinations of galvanized steel strips
(referred to as coupons) of three different gauges and two different coating specifications.
The coated steel coupons were made from samples of material actually used in a
automotive production operation. They were obtained from the Body Shop at the General
Motors Moraine Truck Assembly Plant in Moraine, Ohio. This factory was the site of the
field evaluation and verification activity that took place as a part of Task #2.

A weld lobe diagram, by convention, plots weld current on the X-axis and weld cycle time
on the Y-axis. The procedure for developing weld lobes is as follows:

1,

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Install a new pair of electrodes on the weld gun adapters and set the pressure to
attain the to the desired electrode clamping load.

Break-in the electrodes (remove surface irregularities) by making forty welds
on a sample of the same metal for which the weld lobe is being developed.

Select a heat and time intercept setting that is most likely to produce an
acceptable weld. Place the test coupon between the electrodes and make a
weld.

Observe the welding process for metal expulsion and tip sticking. Vkually
inspect the coupon for weld quality. If the weld looks adequate, tear the
coupon pieces apart and measure the weld nugget to certi& that it conforms to
specifications (essentially round and between 4 mm and 6 mm in diameter).

Plot the results of the observation (X = acceptable, O = not acceptable) on a
worksheet (See; Fig. 1, Pg. 8) at the current and time intercept that was
ewduated.

If the weld is not within specification, make the appropriate adjustments to the
weld controller and repeat steps 3 through 5 until the first acceptable weld for

Pg. 7



WELDLOBE- WORKSHEET

m?Lxi3kEc~alt cycles
1234567891.0 ~J12 f3L41,516

I
Fig. 1, Sample weld lobe work sheet showing intercepts where both acceptable and non-
acceptable welds were produced. Each work sheet segment carries the
infomationregardmg the type of electrode, the clamping load applied, and the .
specifications of the materials being welded.
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6 (cont.). the weld lobe has been identified.

7. Once an acceptable weld has been achieved, the weld lobe position on the chart
has been located. Make incremental point to point heat/time setting variations
around this location until the entire lobe has been developed.

8. After the tips have been broken in (40 welds), limit the number of subsequent
welds to twenty. This practice avoids introducing any energy utilization error
into the data that could occur by virtue of the manner in which a self-dressing
electrode tip wears versus a pointed electrode. A pointed electrode face
increases in cross-sectional area as it is consumed, requiring increasing levels of
energy to produce an acceptable weld. A self-dressing electrode retains a
constant cross-sectional area as it is consumed, and therefore requires no
energy increase.

9. Once the weld lobe has been completely defined on the work sheet, the curve is
smoothed and transferred to a clean separate chart for fbture reference and final
presentation.

When reading the chart; acceptable welds will be produced with any currentltime setting
combination that falls within the weld lobe envelope. This is defined as the region
between a line characterized by the series of points where acceptable welds first appear
and the points at which expulsion begins to occur. To the left of this zone the welds are
either too small or non-existent. To the right of this zone they are considered marginal
because excessive amounts of energy introduced into the weld will result in parent metal
loss through the expulsion of molten metal. At very high energy levels electrodes will
stick (fhse) to the workpiece.

Weld lobe data was collected and plotted for both the self-dressing and pointed electrodes
at 200, 300, and 400 Ibs. of force on the following three different combinations of zinc
coated (galvanized) steel:

1. .77-70G70GE/.77-70G70GE
2. .77-70G70GE/.90-70G70GE
3. 1.O-90G90GU/l .O-90G90GU

Pg. 9
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This designation is read as follows:
X-YYZLX-YYZ

Where: X = Thickness (millimeters)
Y = Coating weight on one side(100 tbs. of an oz.lsq. ft.)

and Coating type on one side(G = galvanized)
Z = Coating process (E = electrolytic, U = hot dipped)

The resultant weld lobe charts confirmed field observations that the self-dressing electrode
requires less ener~ to produce an acceptable weld than a conventional electrode (see
Appendix B). The weld lobes for the self-dressing electrode were lower and more to the
left on the graph than the corresponding lobes for the pointed electrode. This indicates
that acceptable welds are produced at lower levels of current with fewer cycles, which
translates into less energy utilization. This energy advantage is graphically displayed by
composite overlays of the pointed and self-dressing electrode weld lobe data taken from
the two ends of the data spectrum (See: Figs. 2, & 3; Pgs. 11 & 12). The weld lobes were ,
generated using new electrodes to avoid any distortion in the results due to electrode
wear. Quantification of these experimental results confkrns an approximate initial 20°/0
energy savings differential. This differential increases by an additional 25V0 as the self-
dressing electrode wears. It occurs because the contact face of the self-dressing electrode
maintains a constant cross-sectional area as it is consumed which fixes the weld current
requirement at a specific level throughout the entire usable life of the electrode. As a
pointed electrode wears, its contact face increases in size, thus requiring ever increasing
levels of energy to maintain the current density (amperes/ sq. in.) at the value necessary to
produce a weld. The net 45?40energy savings extrapolated from experimental data is
consistent with the 40°/0to 50°/0energy reductions observed in field applications.

The composite overlays, in Figures. 2 & 3, also indicate that the self-dressing electrode is
better suited for robotic and/or automated weld system application than the pointed
configuration. In an automated welding system robots (or dedicated automatic welding
machines) typically apply welds within the fixed limits of a production operating cycle.
This cycle time divided by the time that it takes to make a weld, determines the number of
different welds that can be made by a robot (machine) within one production cycle. The
total number of welds required by the entire process divided by the number of welds that
can be applied by one robot (machine) within a production cycle, determines the number
of robots required to accommodate the process. It follows that the requirement for robots

Pg. 10
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Fig. 2. Composite overlay showing the relative shape and positions of the weld lobes for
the pointed and self-dressing electrodes at the lower end of the data spectrum. The
dashed line defines the weld lobe for the pointed electrode and the solid black area the the
weld lobe for the self-dressing electrode. The cross-hatched area is where the two weld
lobes overlap.
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(machines), as well as the capital investment, is reduced as the number of welds per robot
(machine), per production cycle, increases. The self-dressing allows up to one third more
welds to be made than the pointed electrode within the same element of time (3 cycles vs
4 cycles of weld time).

The weld lobe charts reveal one disadvantage of the self-dressing design. That is the
sensitivity, generally observed in the field, of the self-dressing electrode to minor
variations in weld schedules. This phenomenon, confirmed on the chart by a relatively
narrow weld lobe, has, in the past, been a source of minor concern for some end users as it
requires a closer level of vigilance of the weld controller settings. It has, however, been
successfully overcome by educating the”consumer as to the need to maintain a proper
control of the welding parameters when using the self-dressing electrode. An limitation
suggested from the data is that the electrode will give better performance at lower
clamping loads (600 lbs. or less) as the acceptable weld zone gets even smaller at higher
loads. The use of a high heat resistant alloy, such as a dispersion strengthened copper
(copper containing a finely dispersed ~203 powder), may be a reasonable design
alternative to the sticking problem. This approach would not expand the weld window,
but it would significantly reduce the propensity for the electrode to stick to the workpiece
under conditions of excessive current.

The conclusion of Task #1 resulted in a clearer understanding of the operating parameters
of the self-dressing design and confirmed, through weld lobe comparisons, its energy
related advantages, versus conventional electrode design.

Pg. 13
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TASK #2 EXPAND THE CONCEPT APPLICATION - DESIGN IT INTO A
BROADER RANGE OF ELECTRODE CONFIGURATIONS. PRODUCE
PROTOTYPE ELECTRODES AND TEST TO ESTABLISH OPTIMUM WELD
PARAMETERS.

In the third quarter of 1989 new drawings were produced to for the purpose of expanding
the application of the large capacity finned cooling cavity, outlined in the Lektrocorp
patents, to additional conventional electrode designs. The cooling fin design was modified
slightly in an attempt to extend die life. Tooling costs associated with manufacturing the
original design had proven to be prohibitively high. New drawings were created to
incorporate this modification into the pointed, domed, and self-dressing cotilgurations.
Bronze Industrial was contracted to supervise the prototype tool fabrication and supply
product for our test and evaluation program. Bronze experienced severe tooling breakage
problems and requested our permission to make additional running changes to the fin
design. Many modifications later, Bronze finally delivered prototype product in February
of 1991. Testing of the pointed and domed configurations, however, was temporarily put
on hold, pending the outcome and subsequent analysis of the General Motors sponsored
test of the self-dressing electrode at Candid Logic. The batch of finished prototype
electrodes that Bronze provided contained a radically modified fin configuration which we
reluctantly accepted as being our only alternative. We resolved that we would find
another way to analyze the relationship of fin design to welding etliciency at some iater
date.

An unexpected test failure in the petiormance of the prototype electrodes containing
ceramic refractory inserts that were made for Task #3 put that segment of our
development program on hold. Further investigation into the cause of the ftiiure
suggested that we had made a poor choice of material for the refracto~ insert. This led to
the determination that there were not enough Task #3 allocated finds remaining to allow
us to recover our position and arrive at any meaninglid conclusion. All Further activity on
this element of the program was subsequently suspended. This change in direction
allowed the remaining Task #3 finds to be reallocate to Task #2. The scope of that
portion of the program was then broadened to incorporate a finite element analysis of the
relationship of the cooling cavity and cooling fin design to energy utilization, and an
expanded tool development effort.

Our interest in employing computer simulation as an electrode design tool was seeded by a
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research paper written by the Welding Engineering Department at Ohio State University.
It outlined their development and utilization of a computer model that provided a finite
element simulation of the resistance welding process. They were contacted to determine
the relevance of their modeling techniques to the objectives of our program of studying
the effects of electrode design variations. After determining that there was a close
correlation, Ohio State University was contracted to make a study of the relationship of
the cooling cavity and cooling fin design to energy utilization.

It was felt that a computer simulation employing finite element analysis would be a more
cost effective way to “dothe examination and development than by a method of trial and
error using prototype electrodes. It was fb-ther planned to follow-up this study with a
field performance evaluation of prototype electrodes in an actual production environment.
Lektrocorp specified the materials to be used, and the electrode configuration to be
investigated. In line with the most common automotive application, the workpiece
material selected for modeling was a two-sided zinc coated steel. This was coupled with
an electrode featuring a finned cooling cavity. Tipaloy, in line with our agreement,
provided a technical liaison to interface with the OSU Welding Engineering Department.
They assisted the study by researching the materials physical properties dat~ providing the
and the tool and die feasibility input for the design variations being modeled.

After a few trial runs and subsequent minor revisions, the model was completed and run.
A report of the study was written and published in July, 1993 (see; Appendix C). The
results obtained from this model were significantly different than those expected and quite
surprising to all those involved.

Our original hypothesis explaining the energy saving attributes of the self-dressing
electrode was that keeping an exceptionally highly conductive electrode cool throughout
the welding process would result in ve~ low resistance at the first (electrode/workpiece)
interface relative to the resistance at the second (workpiece/workpiece) interface. This
resistance differential would result in a much higher level of energy being dissipated at the
second interface than the first. It followed that this concentration of ener~ would
produce a weld nugget with much less total energy than if a more balanced interracial
resistance condition existed.

The computer simulation showed that although this premise was valid to a certain degree,
there is a point of optimization that when exceeded results in a deterioration of weld

Pg. 15
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quality. Further, if the resistance/temperature parameter at the first interface becomes too
low (excessively cool or too highly electrically conductive) it has a parasitic effect on weld
nugget growth, and no weld will be produced at all. This study showed that it is necessary
to maintain a certain critical level of resistance at the first (electrode/workpiece) interface
to support the production a thermal barrier, or envelope, within which the weld nugget, at
the second (workpiece/workpiece) interface, can grow.

Given this requirement, it is possible that an ideal condition could be artificially created to
promote both weld nugget growth as well as extended electrode life. An electrode
material alloy could be selected with an elevated electrical resistance, designed to produce
a localized thermal barrier at the first interface. At the same time, the cooling cavity could
be enlarged to allow the body of the electrode to operate at a lower temperature, making
it less susceptible to plastic “deformation and, therefore, extending electrode life.

A second surprising revelation was that, although the presence of cooling fins does
increase the rate of thermal recovery between welds, it has a limited effect on reducing the
operating temperature of the electrode during the actual welding process. It follows that
the real value of the fins is structural. Their presence provides the necessary support to
allow the distance from the internal cavity wall to the external face to be reduced in
compliance with the above outlined approach for an ideal electrode design.

It logically follows that an electrode operating at cooler average temperatures and lower
levels of energy is subjected to lower levels of stress, and therefore will last longer.
However, neither weld lobe analysis, nor computer simulation provide the quantitative
data from which to determine how much longer. This assessment is ‘best made empirically
in a field evaluation preferably in a production environment. A production environment
offers a ever changing range of real world variables that are difficult to reproduce or even
anticipate in a laboratory setting. In addition, the ability of a product to demonstrate
superior performance in a field application against competitive products, adds the element
of credibility that is necessary for commercial success.

To support this effofi a trial demonstration was arranged at the General Motors Truck,
Moraine Assembly Plant in Moraine, Ohio. The local plant officials agreed to use our
products in-specific production operations, for an extended period of time, to both assist
our development and evaluate our designs as an alternative to the product that they were
using. In every production application our electrodes lasted at least twice as long as ones
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they were using.. We recognized that even though our electrode designs offered superior
levels of performance in both longevity and energy efficiency, the high incidence of tool
breakage made them prohibitively expensive to produce. The trial at a high volume
operation provided us with the opportunity to verifi the results of the computer
simulation, asses the effect on pefiormance of the modifications made to the design to
improve tool life, and take advantage of the positive effects volume production has on
accelerating our own leaming curve to reduce manufacturing costs.

The electrodes we produced by Tipaloy in a 100 ton straight sided press with conventional
cold forming tools consisting of a three cavity progressive punch and die set. The highest
incidence of tool breakage was localized to the area of the punch that formed the fins. By
this time we had receiving preliminary results from the OSU simulation study. These
results indicated that the fins only marginally contributed to the cooling effect of the
cavity. Since the fin formation was the primruy failure mode in the tools, our design
changes focused on reducing their size. The modifications were made in small increments
because, for structural purposes, we needed to save as much of the fin section as possible.

With each alteration, a new punch would be made and a sample batch of electrodes
produced. The batch size was limited to the total number of electrodes that could be
produced before the new tool broke. The electrodes that were produced were taken to
the GM Truck Assembly Plant and used in production. The production operations were
closely monitored to assure that the electrode design changes had not negatively effected
its performance. Afler several months of close observation it was determined that
changes to the fin configuration had no discernible effect on weld quality or electrode
performance.

When the tool life improvement exercise started, only batches of between 100 and 200
electrodes could be produced without incurring punch breakage. By the time we had
ceased our development activity on Task #2, production runs in excess of 10,000
electrodes were routinely achieved before incurring tool breakage. This was accomplished
with an electrode design that successfully optimized the elements of structure and cooling.
As significant as this accomplishment is quantitatively, to reduce tooling and set up costs
to a commercially acceptable level, it needs to be improved by a factor of 10. Currently,
tool breakage and production disruptions associated with set-up add an estimated $.22 to
the cost of each electrode. This is commercially unacceptable for our targeted market,
and continues to this day to be the main focus of our cost reduction efforts.
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TASK #3 DEVELOP A PROCESS TO PRODUCE THE REFRACTORY
REINFORCED EMBODIMENT. PRODUCE PROTOTYPES EMPLOYING A
VARIETY OF ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE MATERIALS, TEST TO VERIFY
PERFORWCE IMPROVEMENT, AND ESTABLISH WELD PARAMETERS.

The refractory insert described in the original patents could, conceivably, have taken two
forms. It could have been an active element in that it could have been made from a
material that is electrically conductive and actually contribute to the flow of current and
therefore, become a participant in the welding process. Alternatively it could be a non-
conductor and play a purely structural roll.

Of all the conductive materials investigated as candidates for use as a refractory insert,
tungsten alloys appeared to be the most promising as they retained a reasonable level of
their properties of strength under the elevated temperatures normally experienced in the
resistance welding process. However, even though the strength characteristics are
retained, the resultant electrical conductivity, even when made up of highly conductive
constituents, is typically marginal at best. An additional problem with tungsten alloys is
that the melting point of tungsten is so high that insert fabrication would require using
powdered metallurgical techniques. This requirement would impose severe limitations on
the physical configuration of the insert.

The concept of ignoring the requirement that the refiacto~ insert be electrically
conductive and assign it a purely structural role allows the insert to be made from a high
strength engineered ceramic material. Given that the ability to pass enough electric
current to support the welding process could be retained, a ceramic insert would be
preferred to one made up of a metallic refractory alloy. Engineered ceramics are light,
temperature resistant, possess tensile and compressive strengths in excess of high strength
alloy steels, and are easily castable into almost any shape.

As a result of previous, unrelated, research in the area of impact resistant ballistics and
barrier materials, Lektrocorp had conceived ofi and identified a company that had worked
with and developed a metal matrix composite material that employed a three dimensional
dodecahedral open cell ceramic foam as the substrate. It was felt that this substrate
material would make an ideal refractory insert. The strength properties would be retained
by encapsulating the dodecahedral configuration within a metal matrix. It was reasoned
that this truss-like structure would
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exploit the inherent strength properties of ceramics by translating all loads into either
tension or compression. The current carrying requirement would be satisfied, as the
copper infixed cells would provide a continuous path for the current to flow to the
workpiece, and could be designed to occupy as much as 90°/0of the total volume. It was
fiu-ther recognized that even if the 90’%0proved to inhibit, the current flow, it could be
enhanced to over 10O”Aof that of copper by using silver (Ag) as the matrix material.

A company experienced with iniising metal into open cell ceramic foam was Asulab S.A.,
the research and development division of SMH, in Neuchatel, Switzerland. SMH is a
large precision manufacturing conglomerate with operations in ceramics, precious metals
casting, microelectronics, and instrumentation. They are most notable for their SWATCH
product line of watches and chronometers. Asulab’s experience with this process resulted
from their efforts to develop a decorative material to be used for watch cases.
Accordingly, they were contacted to inquire about their interest in collaborating with
Lektrocorp to apply their expertise to the development of a ceramic refractory reinforced
resistance welding electrode. Asulab expressed a strong interest, and agreed to support
our program on a service contract basis.

Our supposition (which was later altered by the results of the results of the OSU computer
simulation study) was that it was most desirable to exlibit the lowest possible level of
electrical resistance at the interface between the electrode and the workpiece. For this
reason it was decided to use silver to make the prototype ceramic reinforced electrodes. It
was recognized that for if the ceramic foam is to retain its load bearing capability it was
desirable for it to be operatively attached to the silver matrix. To keep initial tooling costs
to a minimum, a lost wax casting “process was specified for the low volume prototype
production. A high capacity vacuum casting process is the choice for greater volumes as
its potentiaf for automation should make it ultimately more cost effective.

Asulab was subsequently contracted, on a service (time and material) basis, to produce
prototype electrodes for our test and evaluation. It was determined that they would do
the casting in house using pre-formed ceramic foam inserts supplied by Seele Co. of
Charlotte, North Carolina. At the same time Tipaloy was selected to provide the test and
evaluation site, as well as the development coordination for a high volume vacuum casting
process.

To establish the tiected range that various inserts/matnx combinations may have on
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electrode performance, the following two ceramic materials were chosen:

Silicon Carbide (SiC):

Compressive strength
Tensile strength
Melting point
Modules of Elasticity

Aluminum Oxide (M203):

Compressive strength
Tensile strength
Melting point
Modules of Elasticity

3000 MPa
350 MPa

3000 Deg. C
410 GPa

1800 MPa
400 MPa

2000 Deg. C
331 GPa

These materials were selected because their physical properties represented a fairly typical
range of engineered ceramic materials under consideration. In addition both materials
were readily available in the commercial market in the form of open cell foams. Silver was
selected as the matrix material for the electrodes to be used in combination with the
ceramic foam inserts made from the above materials. The foam material was to be
obtained from Selee Co., a well known supplier of commercial and custom grade ceramic
foam materials for the foundry industry. The foam inserts were to be made to our
dimensional requirements per our drawings and sent to Asulab for their use in the
manufacturing process. Independent of its shape and material composition, the
specification for the ceramic foam, presented a number of options that could impact
fictional performance. The foam material was commercially available in a variety of
different porosity and strength combinations. These are determined by the number of cells
per sq. in., and the thickness of the individual filimates that makeup the cellular structure.
Variations in porosity would have both current carrying and structural implications. The
~eater its porosity, the less it would “impede the flow of current. On the other hand,
higher.levels of porosity would limit its ability the mechanical load and negatively effect
the life of the electrode. The filimates are the structural load bearing members of the
foam. Their cross-sectional area determines the ultimate strength of the material. If they
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are too thin they can not provide adequate support. Too thick, and they will encroach on
cell openings and the reduce the porosity. These factors are controlled by speci~lng both
the required number of cells and weight per standard unit volume. For our application,
foam selection was a series of compromises that we resolved by specifying a mid-range
material that we felt would have a reasonable chance to succeed. A detailed study of the
relationship between all of the ceramic foam variables and electrode performance was
plamed, once the proof of concept phase had been completed.

Lektrocorp was to provide all product drawings and develop the specifications. Asulab
agreed to supervise the manufacturing process and coordinate the acquisition of all
components and materials. Asulab was given an initial order to produce 20 prototype
electrodes. These were to be produced in three separate batches in accordance with the
drawings and the following material specifications:

QUANTITY MATRIX INSERT MATERIAL

2 Pcs. Ag None

9 Pcs. Ag SiC
@50 pores / cu. in.

9 Pcs. Ag ~203

I@ 50 pores / cu. in.

Asulab sent the first two piece silver electrode sample without inserts for our dimensional
certification prior to setting up for the rest of the order. The samples proved to be
unacceptably out of tolerance at the electrode/adapter mating interface. This was found to
be a fimction of the investment casting process which, although considered a precision
casting method, proved to be inherently too inexact for our requirements. It was decided
to follow-up the casting with a secondary machining operation to assure a proper
engagement at the mating surface between the electrode and the adapter. A much more
precision alternative to investment casting is vacuum casting, however, because of the
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associated tooling costs it is not considered practical for low volume runs.

The prototype inserts were received from Selee and the remaining electrodes were
manufactured and sent to Tipaloy for testing. The electrodes were placed in same the test
equipment that was used to develop the weld lobes in Task #1. As soon as the test
commenced several unanticipated problems arose. It was immediately obvious that
unalloyed silver was far too soft and malleable to be seriously considered for application as
a resistance welding electrode. By design, the foam insert was buried approkmately 2 mm
below the face of the electrodes. Although the electrode produced a high quality weld,
the first few hundred welds resulted in a rapid deterioration and mushrooming of the tip.
This high rate of wear continued until the workpiece made physical contact with the
ceramic insert, at which time it ceased. This experience was consistent throughout each of
the following seventeen ceramic reinforced electrode trials. From this standpoint, the
proof of concept had been satisfied, the ceramic insert served the fimction of significantly
reducing the incidence of electrode wear.

Once the electrode wore to the point where it contacted the surface of the insert
something quite unexpected happened; the electrode began to leak. Water from the
cooling cavity began to weep from the face of the electrode. A closer examination of this
condition revealed that the water was seeping from the capillary channels located at the
center of the filimates of the ceramic foam material. These capillary channels are formed
when the material is made. Ceramic foam is essentially a skeletal reproduction of a similar
non-ceramic foam structure. It is made by immersing an open cell polyurethane foam
pattern (of the shape to be duplicated) into a ceramic slurry. The excess slurry is removed
and the coated pattern is fired in a finmace. During the firing process the polyurethane
bums off leaving a positive replica of the original form. The capillary channels are the
voids that remain afier the polyurethane has dissipated. Since they run throughout the
entire filimate network they provide a conduit through which the water can pass at any
point where they connect the outer electrode surface to the imer cooling cavity. The
existence of these channels resulted in two other significant problems. During the metal
casting process the air entrapped in these channels expands and, as the metal cools, forms
a number of small voids at the metaUceramic interface. A second, more critical defect, is
introduced in the foam structure during the firing process. As the polyurethane foam
vaporizes and bums off, it builds up tremendous pressures and vents through the ceramic
outer shell, which at that point is still green. The venting action resuhs in a high degree of .
rnicroporosity at the ceramic surface and microscopic cracks along the fill length of the
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filimates. This was verified by the accompanying scanning electron micrographs taken of
the ceramic foam samples (See; Figs. 1- 5, Pgs. 24- 26). These cracks combined with the
surface microporosity significantly compromise the structural integrity of the material.
Upon magnified observation, broken filimate sections could seen imbedded in the surface
of the electrode. Considering that the ceramic insert exhibited sufficient strength to
significantly retard the rate of electrode wear, even though many of the filimates had
fractured and lay imbedded in the surface, it is felt that a significantly higher level of
performance would have been attained had the insert structural integrity not been
compromised..

The tests made it clear that Lektrocorp had selected the wrong type of insert material.
Theoretically, the dodecahedral structure is ideally suited to capitalize on the tensile and
compressive strength properties of ceramic materials. The ftilure mode was not the
concept, but rather the hollow filimates with their inherent microscopic longitudinal cracks
and surface microporosity. The obvious solution was to substitute the hollow filimate
ceramic insert with one having solid filimates. A subsequent search for a commercial
source for this material turned up nothing. Asulab offered to custom fabricate sample
quantities, using a lost wax process at Speceram S.A., the ceramics manufacturing division
of SMH. This, however would have had to have been done on a time and material basis,
and would have required an additional advance of finds as by this time our initial advance
to Asulab had been consumed.

The pursuit of this line of research had the potential of it resulting in the development of
an electrode with almost unlimited life. Inasmuch as over 45,000,000 resistance welding
electrodes are manufactured by a highly automated process and consumed in the United
States each year, the prospect of a non-consumable electrode has major energy use
avoidance implications. Its development would, however, have required us to start Task
#3 from the beginning. Given this consideration, the limitation of our finds, and the
realization that more resources needed to be allocated to resolve the cost problems
associated with the tool life issues in Task #2, we decided to temporarily terminate work
on this task, and reallocate the fimds that remained in Task #3, to Task #2.

The completion of Task #3 remains an open issue. Because of its vitally important energy
related implications, additional finds and a program extension have been requested to
support the entirely achievable, successfi.dcompletion of this task.
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Fig. 1. Two SEM rnicrographs (varying view angle) of the AbOJ foam at 20x
magnificatio~ showing the tubular mture and longitudinal cracks at each apex of the .
triangular filimates.
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Fig. 2. 10OXmagnification of the location indicated by the arrow in Fig. 1 showing the
detail of the longitudinal crack.

\

Fig. 3. lOOOxmagnification of the location indicated by the arrow in Fig. 2, showing the “
surface rnicroporosity.
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Fig. 4. 40x magnification of a representative location near a node, showing wall
of tubular filimate.
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Fig. 5. 20x magnification of a representative location, showing longitudinal cracks along
each apex of the triangular filimate.
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The negative results achieved from the General Motors sponsored electrode performance
test done at Candid Logic were inconsequential. It was basically an endurance test,
configured to establish the physical threshold (in terms of electrical current and clamping
load), above which an electrode would break down and cease to produce a weld. Neither
the test, nor the test equipment was designed to evaluate an electrode for any of the
attributes that the self-dressing electrode possesses (energy efficiency, longevity, etc.).
The test objectives were not consistent with the objectives of this study. The results,
therefore were irrelevant.

The weld lobe data developed in Task # 1 confirms, that in aIl cases, a self-dressing
electrode can produce an acceptable weld in a shorter amount of time, and with less
energy than a conventional (pointed) electrode. Since all elements of the two electrodes
evaluated were identical (cooling cavity, fins, alloy, etc.), with the exception of the
external configuration, it can be deduced that the self-dressing design contributes to the
improved performance obsemed in field applications.

The weld lobe data firther indicates that the self dressing electrode is better suited for use
with automated welding systems than conventional electrodes. This is because welds can
be produced in less time permitting more welds to be made per. machine, per unit
increment of time, which allows for better machine utilization..

One disadvantage to the self-dressing design is that it appears to be more sensitive than
conventional shapes to weld controller setting error, and variations in workpiece/electrode
contact resistance. This was confirmed by the relatively narrow weld window observed
from the weld lobe data. This electrode should never be recommended for use in a series
weld configuration. The inherent operating sensitivity can be softened, but not eliminated,
by changing the electrode alloy specification to one that is less susceptible to heat setting
variations, such as a dispersion strengthened copper. However, successfid commercial
acceptance will require that the marketing effort place a strong emphasis on educating the
consumer about its unique operating parameter requirements.

The OSU computer simulation identified those elements that were most critical to the
design of an energy efficient electrode. It identified that it is necessa~ to create a thermal
barrier at the electrode/workpiece interface in order for a weld nugget to grow. This
thermal barrier can be produced by controlling the interface contact resistance and./or the
rate at which heat is removed. Too low a resistance at the interface, or too high a rate of
heat extraction from the workpiece will result in either an unacceptable weld, or no
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weld at all. On the other hand, the life of the electrode can be extended by keeping its
operating temperature low so that it doesn’t soften, and resists deformation. It follows,
that electrode design can be optimized to produce acceptable welds as well as exhibit
extended life. The electrode can be kept cool by making the cooling cavity as large as
possible, In addition, a thermal barrier artificially induced at the intefiace by manipulating
the internal resistance of the electrode through alloy modification. Since the cooling fins
have been shown to have a limited effect on operating temperature, they should be limited
in size and shape to only that necessary to support their roll as structural elements. This
action should positively effect the life of the tooling, which is currently the greatest single
impediment, in terms of cost, to the successful commercialization of this product. The
design changes that were made to improve tool life had no discernible negative effect on
the performance of the electrodes in field applications. Performance evaluation testing of
these changes in production operations at the General Motors Moraine Truck Assembly
Plant confirmed that, in all cases, electrodes with our patented embodiments fi.mctioned at
lower current levels, and lasted at least twice as long as conventional designs.

The pefiormance evaluation of the ceramic foam composite electrode, produced to our
design and specification by Asulab, proved to be both disappointing and enlightening.
ARer a detailed analysis of the circumstances we concluded that the failure mode was not
the concept of using a ceramic foam, but rather the hollow filimates with their inherent
microscopic longitudinal cracks and surface microporosity. An obvious solution to this
problem is to introduce into the matrix a ceramic foam substrate having solid filimates.
This substrate material could be readily made using a lost wax process. Pursuing this line
of research will most probably result in the development of an electrode with an almost
unlknited life. Approximately 45,000,000 replaceable resistance welding electrode caps
are manufactured in the United States each year using a highly automated process with
very little dh-ect labor. Additionally. over 95°/0of the production-of this product is done
by foreign owned companies. There are currently approximately 1,200.000 weld guns in
active service in the automotive stamping and assembly plants throughout the United
States. The prospect of a non-consumable electrode would reduce the requirement for
resistance welding electrodes down to small fraction (approximately 5°/0) of what it is
today. This scenario has major energy use avoidance and material conservation
implications, in terms of the materials and energy used to manufacture this quantity of
product, with virtually no effect on attendant employment.. It would also result in
returning the ownership of resistance welding electrode technology to the United States.
Because of these vitally important issues, a program extension, and additional finds are.
respectfldly requested to the pursue successfid completion of this part of the program.
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ADDENDUM

FINAL PHASE OBJECTIVE

The objective of this final phase of the project was to investigate the feasibility of
developing a non-consumable resistance welding electrode or, at the very least,
one that exhibited greatly extended life while operating at significantly lower
levels of energy. To accomplish this, we endeavored to develop a base material,
horn which to manufacture electrodes, that possessed a high coefficient of
electrical and thermal conductivity along with a strong resistance to mechanical
deformation under the high heat and, heavy load conditions typically experienced
in resistance welding. It was hypothesized that a composite material, made by
infi.using a highly conductive, malleable metal matrix into the free space of a
networked open, cell refractory substrate, would provide a material with this ideal
combination of physical characteristics. A previous attempt to produce a similar
base material by infusing silver (a highly conductive, malleable metal) into an
open cell ceramic foam substrate had met with failure. This failure resulted from
the unrecognized physical limitations of the ceramic foam substrate structure.
These limitations were discovered when electron beam micrographs of the open
cell foam revealed that the legs (which constituted the structural elements of a
cell) were tri-lobular in cross section and hollow, as opposed to being solid, as
was first supposed. In the open cell ceramic foam manufacturing process the
gasses trapped in the hollow legs expand during the sintering process and create
microscopic fissures along the longitudinal apex lines of the tri-lobular legs. The
presence of these cracks dramatically compromise the structural integrity of the
celiular structure. ‘The stticture is further compromised ‘during metal infusion- as
hot expanding gasses pass from the hollow leg core through the micro-cracks,
permeating and creating voids and inclusions in the solidi~ing molten matrix
metal. It was postulated that these defects could be avoided with a solid leg open
cell networked refractory substrate material.

TEST PLAN.—

To test this hypothesis, the following plan was devised that provided for the
sample prototype material to be produced and evaluated in parallel from both an
empirical and theoretical perspective:
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Empirical Theoretical

1. Define networked substrate 1. Develop mathematical model of the
configuration composite.
2. Create networked substrate material 2. Determine theoretical strength of
3. Inf&se matrix metal into substrate composite relative to bulk material.
4. Evaluate composite for defects
5. Test to determine physical
parameters

P
I

Conclusion

Determine the functional
suitability of the composite

for the application

Technical assistance was sought to prepare for, and in support of the
implementation of this plan. Lektrometl Inc., a company with proprietary
technology in metal matrix composites, was asked to quote on providing the
technical support required to implement this plan. The primary consideration for
their selection was the high level of expertise, in the area of metal matrix
composite technology, possessed by one of their principals, Based upon their
quotation, they were contracted to assist in the selection of the most desirable
substrate materials, to produce prototype samples of these materials, and to
provide a detailed theoretical structural analysis of the resultant substrate material
after it had been produced in its final networked form. The theoretical analysis
could not begin until a“prototype substrate sample was produced and the actual
physical properties measured, bemuse it was unclear as to what degree Lhey
would differ horn a theoretical model.

Specialized copper alloys are the most commonly used materials for resistance
welding applications. Alloying is employed to impart certain unique
characteristics to copper (i. e.; hardness, resistance to heat induced softening,
durability, etc.) that are desirable for the specific application. The disadvantage
to alloying is that it is, at best, a trade-off in that it compromises some of the
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desirable characteristics possessed by pure copper (i.e.; high electrical and
thermal conductivity). The advantage of a two part metal matrix composite is that
properties of each element are selected to provide that portion (single fimction) of
the total required functional physical attributes that they possess, and are not
diluted as is the case with an alloy. For example, in the proposed composite,
structural strength and resistance to heat would be provided by the refracto~
substrate, leaving the metallic matrix to fiu-nish, without adulteration, electrical
and thermal conductivity. Since electric current delivery and heat transport are
important attributes in resistance welding, oxygen ilee copper (OFC) was
selected as the matrix metal. The relatively low melting point, malleability, and
high levels of thermal and electrical conductivity, exhibited by OFC make it an
ideal matrix material candidate. Various copper welding alloys and more
complex copper metal matrix composites were not excluded from consideration,
and retained as potential alternatives should higher strength, hardness and
resistance to mechanical and electrical erosion prove to be necessa~.

The material selection for the substrate portion was to be based -on the other !
physical prerequisites of the resistance welding application. The primary
requirements were as follows:

● High compressive and tensile strength at elevated temperatures (up
800 C*).

to

. Chemical and physical compatibility with copper and copper alloys.
● High electrical and mechanical erosion resistivity.
● High (relative to other refractories) thermal and electrical conductivity.

Based on the above considerations Silicon carbide (SiC) and tungsten (W) were
the two materials ultimately recommended and subsequently -approved by
Lektrocorp to be used for the production of the substrate. The physical
parameters of these two materials are as follows:

Silicon Carbide (SiC)

. Compressive Strength

. Tensile Strength
3000 Mpa
350 Mpa
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. Melting Point 3000 c“

● Modulus of Elasticity 410 Gpa
. Thermal Conductivity 0.2 Watt/cm K“

Tungsten (W)

. Compressive Strength 3300 Mpa
● Tensile Strength 350 Mpa
● Melting Point 3410 co
● Modulus of Elasticity 400 Gpa
. Thermal Conductivity 1.34 Watt/cm K“

Two different refi-actory substrate configurations were considered for this
application. The first was a continuous intersecting, linear structure whos
intersecting lines defined a series of adjacent tetrahedral and octahedral cells :
nested together in a 1:1 volumetric cell ratio. The second configuration was a
three dimensional dodecahedral structure, typical of that which naturally occurs
in the production of an open cell foam.

Properties of substrate products maybe different from the individual properties of
the above. considered bulk materials because the process used in their
manufacture can introduce variations and defects (i. e.: pores, cracks, surface
roughness, etc. ) that compromise actual performance vs. theoretical performance.
Accordingly, mathematical modeling was used to establish a “best case” base line
performance target for the actual material to achieve.

.

Once the matrix metal material, substrate material and substrate network
configuration had been established, a dual path plan was implemented.

THEORETICAL

A sample quantity of the prototype material, to be used for empirically
establishing the physical parameters of the composite, was produced in parallel
with the development of a mathematical model. Mathematical modeling of the
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composite was pursued to provide both a theoretical proof of concept and
physical parameter base line values, in the event that efforts to produce prototype
samples for test and evaluation failed as a result of unanticipated processing
problems.

The first substrate configuration considered for modeling is defined a space truss.
It is formed by straight members joined at their extremities creating a three
dimensional configuration that consists of. adjacent tetrahedral and octahedral
cells nested together in equal quantities.

Structure Characteristics

A regular tetrahedral cell contains six legs, but only approximately one fifth of a
part of each leg belongs to a unit cell because each is shared by approximately 5.1
neighboring cells. Formulas for calculating the truss structure characteristics are
as follows:

Characteristic

1. Average leg volume per unit truss cell (for
length L)

2. Cell face cross sectional area (for length L).

3. Unit truss face cross sectional area.

4. Number of cells per truss square unit (for
length L).

The average leg volume per unit truss cell is calculated assuming equal numbers
ot”tetrahedral and octahedral cells. Under this assumption, the strength of the
truss structure is a funclim of tie diamekr of the truss leg.

The relationship between an externally applied compressive stress ~..t to a cell
and the stress applied only to the tniss structure oh can be written as follows:

t

Tetrahedron Octahedron

Vc.n, l,g Vcell, leg

= 6,9d2/L2 = 6.9d2/L2
ACeH,~eti AC.U,OCt
= .43L2 = L2
Ati~,teti Ati,OCt
= .46d2 = .94d2

Nteti N.Ct
= 2.4 =1
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c~XtAC~U= OtiAh

Where:
ati = the externally applied stress to the cell and,
Ah= the cross sectional area of the cell face.

Therefore using the values in the previous table:

For a tetrahedral structure:

A&,t.ti 0.46 d2 dz

(1) a~~ ‘cJ&— = c~ =cY&—
Ati, t.ti 0.43 L* L2

For an octahedral structure:

A&, ~Ct 0..94 d2 d2

(2) cr~~t =CY&— ~ G& =CJ&—
A&, ..t L2 L2

The calculations demonstrate that formula (1) = formula (2) and that the values
for both the tetrahedral and octahedral structures are approximately the same.
This confirms, that for the considered structure, all truss member legs exist under
the same stress independent of its direction. Therefore, because the structure (a
combination of tetrahedrons and octahedrons) consist of a network of legs and
nodes with the same geometry, the resultant forces and stresses along each leg are
equal. The logical extension of this is that the resistance of such a structure to an
applied exteinal force is equal in all directions and independent of the direction
of the external force.

Using either formula (1) or (2) and assuming a leg length of L = lmm and a
dianieter of d = 0.2mm (these values would result in the legs being a 30%
constituent of
characteristics

the total volume) the relationship between compressive strength
becomes:

a@ = 0.04 Ok
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This suggests that the strength of the truss structure G is approximately eight
times lower than the bulk strength of the material Ch used to produce the truss.
The metal matrix composite consists of a metal or metal alloy based matrix that
fills the free space in the continuously networked ceramic substrate. It is
reasonable to expect that, since the substrate is to be used to reinforce the
composite, its presence would make a positive contribution to its overall strength.
To test its contribution we considered that the 30°A presence by volume of a non-
conductive ceramic substrate would have a net effective current carrying capacity
(or pseudo conductivity) of 70% of the pure bulk matrix material. We then
envisioned a composite material composed of an oxygen fi-ee copper (OFC)

matrix with a stress strength OCUof approximately 100 Mpa and a substrate of
silicon carbide (SiC). Reported compressive strength for ceramic varies over a
relatively wide range because of the sensitivity of their strength to the variables of
their manufacturing process. A typical stress strength range for SiC is from 2000
to 4000 Mpa. Taking an average of 3000 Mpa for the cer~ic and using the
additive rule in considering a 70°/0 matrix, 3 0°/0 substrate composite, we obtained
the following:

G = 0.04 O&+ 0.04 G.. = (0.04)(3000)+ (0.7)(100) = 190 Mpa

The electrical conductivity of this composite is estimated to be in the range of
60V0 to 70% of pure OFC, because the non-conductive ceramic constitutes 30%
of the total unit volume. The resultant value of 190 Mpa is lower than
conventional resiswnce welding grade copper alloys that typically exhibit a stress
strength range of trom 400 to 600 Mpa with an electrical conductivity of 70°/0.

Considering these results and the results of the following empirical study taking
place in parallel, no fimther calculations were made to derive the theoretical value
of the strength of a metal matrix composite with a dodecahedral substrate
configuration.

EMPIRICAL

Lektrometl Inc. successfully produced solid leg dodecahedral prototype substrate
samples. This was accomplished by first producing a carbonaceous foam structure
through the pyrolysis of a thermosetting polymer foam precursor. Chemical vapor
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deposition was then employed to deposit the desired reii-actory on the surface of
the carbon foam precursor to a thickness that would provide the desired structural
rigidity. This thickness dimension was to be optimized by first producing a test
substrate based on theoretical estimates, infiltrating it with the desired matrix
metal and then actually measuring the resultant physical parameters. These
values could then presumably be used to work backwards to extrapolate the true
physical parameters and structural contribution of the refractory foam substrate in
the composite.

Although samples were successfi-dly produced, attempts to infiltrate the substrate
with a matrix of molten metal were unsuccessful. Our approach yielded a base
material that was full of inclusions. This failure mode appeared to be similar to
the one observed in our attempt to infuse a matrix metal into a hollow legged
open cell foam, but resulted from a different mechanism as no gassing was
possible because the cell legs were solid. In this case there was an apparent
incompatibility exhibited by a resistance of the materials to wet-out at the metal
matrix-substrate interface.

The results of both the theoretical and empirical investigations were consistent
and dictated that we change our approach to the production of the base material if
we were to expect to achieve our objective.

The new direction, we chose was to collaborate with the company that we had
originally worked with to produce the substrate material, in an effort to develop
an experimental metal matrix composite material’ of a different type for which
they owned patents. To support this endeavor, the major principal of Lektrometl
Inc. was contracted on a time and material basis to work with us to develop
sample quantities of their proprietary material. There is only one manufacturer in
the world that currently produces a material for resistance welding applications
that is remotely similar. It is classified, by the Copper Development Association,
as dispersion strengthened copper (D SC). DSC is a two part (copper and
alumina) metal matrix alloy that contains microscopic particles of the refractory
substrate (A1203) freely dispersed throughout its crystalline matrix. Dispersion
strengthened copper can be made by either mechanical alloying or
thermochemical conversion. The functional utility of the material is directly
related to the relative size of the alumna particulate and the homogeneity of its
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distribution throughout the matrix. Because of the inherent limitations a
mechanical alloying process exhibits to producing a fine particulate and
achieving an even distribution, thermochemical conversion is the more desireable
process, as it produces a fictionally superior grade of material.

Corrosion resistant galvanized steel is used almost exclusively by the automotive
OEM’s in North American for the fabrication of car and truck bodies.
Galvanized steel is more difficult to weld than conventional cold rolled steel,
because it requires higher levels of heat, which in turn results in a more rapid
deterioration of electrodes made from standard resistance welding copper alloys.
Also experienced, with galvanized steel, is an increase in disruptions to
production along with the incidence of defective welds as, under increased
electrical current densities electrodes made from standard materials ‘have a
tendency to fise themselves to the workpiece. Dispersion strengthened copper
avoids these problems. It lasts longer because it resists sollening and mechanical
deterioration at temperature levels almost to its melting point. It fhrther has the
ability to avoid sticking to a workpiece at much higher levels of electric current !
than are required to produce a weld. The presence of the A1203 refractory
substrate particulate is the factor that imparts in D SC’ increased strength at higher
levels of heat and a resistance to sticking to the part being welded. Because of
these desirable characteristics, DSC has found a broad application in the North
American” “market as the material of choice for electrodes used for automobile
body fabrication.

The material created by Lektrometl Inc. is fi.mdamentally different. Even though it
contains an A1203 refi-actory particulate in its substrate, it is more appropriately
described as a hyper-nucleated dispersion strengthened copper (lIINDSC). It is
derived trom a three part alloy, and displays a much more homogeneously
dispersed refractory wi& a particulate size smaller by a factor of ten (10X) than
that exhibited in conventional dispersion strengthened copper. HNDSC can only
be produced by thermochemical conversion. The presence of a trace amount of
hafnium in the copper aluminum alloy seeds the copper matrix with a
dramatically increased number of nucleation sites from where the A~03 substrate
particulate will germinate and grow during the thermochemical conversion
process. The increase in the number of nucleation sites provides the mechanism
for the creation of a larger number of freer, more homogeneously distributed
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A1203 particles that, by weight, add up to the same percentage of the total
volume, of the composite, observed in conventionally produced D SC. Laboratory
tests at the Edison Welding Institute in Columbus, Ohio demonstrated that, in
resistance welding applications, HN13SC provides a greatly enhanced resistance
to softening and mechanical deterioration at the same and/or higher levels of
electrical and thermal conductivity than D SC. That feature factored into a 65°/0
to 70% improvement in electrode life. These results were obtained with a
conventional electrode design. HNDSC coupled with the self-dressing electrode
design could be expected to last 3 to 4 times longer than a conventional DSC
electrode.

Because A1203 cannot remain in suspension once the copper matrix has been
melted, both D SC and’HND SC can only be produced in their wrought final forms
using powder metallurgical techniques. D SC is created from a two part alloy (Cu
and Al), whereas HNDSC is created from a three part alloy (Cu, Al, and Ho. To
support a thermochemical conversion process, the base alloy must first be
converted into a powdered form. This is accomplished by gas atomization. The
alloy is atomized by melting and introducing it through a venturi to a high
pressure stream of an inert gas. The resultant liquid metal vapor solidifies into a
fine spheroidal powder and is collected and screened for a particle size consistent
with the requirements of the following processing stage.

The next stage of the process normally used for DSC is different than the one
required for HND SC. The production of D SC requires the addition of another
substance to act as a source of oxygen to promote the conversion of the Al, in
solution in the alloy, into A1203. This source is introduced by blending a
predetermined amount of an agent to provide the oxygen (typically CUQ powder)
with the CUA1 alloy powder. The mixture is then heated in a controlled neutral
atmosphere to approximately 1700 l?’. At that temperature, a large percentage of
the oxygen the CU02 is liberated, diffuses into the CUA1 alloy powder particles,
and attaches to the Al molecules in solution, chemically converting it to A1203.
The resultant material is then heated in a hydrogen atmosphere to selectively
reduce the remaining CUQ back to elemental Cu, leaving pure copper with A1203
substrate particles dispersed homogeneously throughout its matrix.
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HNDSC differs in that it can only be successfully produced if the source of
oxygen is in close proximity to the target Al molecules in the alloy. Mechanically
blending an oxidizing medium of CUQ powder into the alloy powder (as is done
in the production of DSC) cannot provide the assurance that this requirement will
be met. As with DSC the source of oxygen used in the conversion process is
CU02. Unlike DSC, the oxygen source must be strategically positioned in a
closely controlled amount with respect to the location and quantity of Al and Hf
molecules in the alloy. This is accomplished by first exposing the Cu Al Hf alloy
powder to an oxygen rich atmosphere at a controlled temperature for a
predetermined period of time. The time temperature relationship is determined
based upon a known oxidation reaction rate of Cu at specific temperatures and
various concentration levels of oxygen, and the calculated amount of oxygen
required to convert all of the Al in the alloy to A1203. At a controlled elevated
temperature the oxygen reacts with the Cu in the alloy powder and forms a
uniform layer of CUQ on the surface of each of the spheroids of powder. The
timed length of exposure, at temperature, establishes the thickness of the layer
and therefore, the total volume of the CUQ produced. The uniform deposition on :
the surface of all of the spheroid particles guarantees that a controlled quantity of
CU02 will be evenly distribution throughout the entire batch of alloy powder.
The remaining heat treat steps (diffbsion in a neutral atmosphere and reduction in
hydrogen] are the same.

A small quantity of a modified HNDSC was successfidly produced, as an interim
step to developing a large volume commercial process, for the purpose of proof of
concept and process feasibility verification. The modification that was made was
to substitute titanium ~li) for Ht_in the three part alloy. ‘li performs a similar
seeding finction as Hf, but doesn’t create as many nucleation sites and therefore,
won’t produce as functionally elegant a composite as could be achieved by using
Hf. For the purpose of process development and proof of concept, however, Ti

, presents an acceptable alternative with the advantage of providing improved
process stability.

The specific chemical composition of the modified HNDSC was as follows:

●
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Alloving Element ‘/0 Composition

Aluminum 0.35 to 0.45%
Titanium 0.06 to 0.08°A
Copper Remainder

A certain level of trace contamination is acceptable, however the total amount of
impurities must be less than O.10/0,of which neither the level of Fe nor P cannot
exceed O.010/0each. Silver is not included in this trace limitation specification,
but in itself cannot exceed 0.1 %. In addition, the particle size of the final powder
must fall within the range of from 50 to 300 microns,

All alloys posses their own unique processing characteristics. This is because
there are a number of process parameters (i.e.; melt temperature, individual
melting points, time at heat, molten metal flow rate, atomizing gas pressure, etc.)
that cause changes to the original alloy chemical composition. Establishing the
parameters necessary to produce a metal alloy powder with a precise chemistry is :
a trial and error process. It typically requires a number of attempts to develop a
procedure that will support high volume precision alloy powder production. To
initiate the development process a 1000 lb. batch of the above gas atomized alloy
was ordered from Valimet Inc., a specialty metal powder processing company in
Stockton, California.

A pre-alloyed ingot was purchased from a single heat to assure consistency of the
base metal chemistry. In addition a small (12 lb.) 70:30 Cu Ti master alloy ingot
was cast to be used for adjusting the Ti level of the pre-atomized melt. Master
alloys are used to limit the loss to vaporization of the low melting point element
whenever there exists a wide differential in the melting points of the individual-
elements used in the alloy. Several trial runs were made at Valimet before an
alloy powder with the required chemistry could be produced in a quantity
sufficient for testing. The alloy powder was screened to isolate the material that
fell within the desired particulate size range (another parameter that requires trial
and error development). This separation process yielded approximately 20 lbs. of
acceptable alloy powder from a 565 lb. batch of powder. The 20 lbs. had to be
fimther processed to return it to a solid workable form that could be machined
and/or cold formed into a final shape for testing and evaluation.. Since there
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wasn’t enough material to permit the use of a hot extrusion process, the powder
was hermetically sealed into a protective steel can and hot-isostatically pressed
into a solid billet. The steel covering was then machined off leaving a filly
sintered, 3“ dia. X 8“ long cylinder. Subsequent metallurgical analysis revealed
that the process had filly oxidized all of the aluminum present in that the alloy
and that the remaining material was, in-fact, pure HND SC. Subsequent
metallurgical evaluation reveled that the A1203 particulate size and range was
smaller, and the dispersion finer and more homogeneous than that observed in
conventional D SC. Given these results, it was expected that resistance welding
electrodes made from this material would exhibit longer life and greater
resistance to wear and deformation than resistance welding electrodes made fi-om
DSC.

It was initially intended to use the HNDSC to produce conventional electrodes
that could be field tested next to conventional DSC electrodes in an automotive
assembly plant. However, the field testing plan had to be modified, as the size
and shape of the HNDSC sample would not permit electrodes to be made using !
conventional cold forming electrode manufacturing techniques.

Arrangements were made at the GM Delphi Power train Components Plant in
Dayton, OH to test specially manufactured electrodes on their production welding
operation that welds attachment rings to the top of shock absorber piston tubes.
This welding operation was not a suitable application for welding electrode
materials designed to be used for spotwelding sheetmetal. It was more of a
modified projection weld operation that employed electric currents of 20,000 to
22,000 amps to heat, up-set and weld parts held together under a 25,000 lb. load.
The electrodes specified for use in this operation were made from either WCU
(tungsten copper) or BeCu (beryllium copper) alloys. Although these alloys have
a relatively high electrical resistance, they are more appropriate for the
application because they are much harder and more resistant to deformation
under heavy loads. Electrodes used in conventional spot welding applications are
rarely subjected to currents in excess of 15,000 amps and loads greater than
1,200 lbs. Although this was not an appropriate use for this material, it was felt
that comparing the per$orrnance of electrodes made from both DSC and HNDSC
in this application would provide a meaningfid accelerated field test of their
relative operating performance characteristics. Accordingly, electrodes were
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specially manufactured for this purpose (by CMW, in Indianapolis, IN) and
placed into service.

The results of this test demonstrated the clear superiority of HNDSC over DSC.
The HNDSC electrode produced in excess-of 2000 welds before having to be
removed from service, whereas the DSC electrode produced only 1480 with the
same level of deformation before having to be replaced. The HND SC electrode
was also more electrically conductive, measuring 86°/0 IAC S as opposed to the
DSC level of 78% IACS. This allowed the HNDSC electrode to perform the
operation using lower levels of energy,
amps required by the D SC electrode.
following table:

Material Load {lbs.)

DSC 25,000
HNDsc 25,000

operating at 14000 amps vs. the 18,000
These results are summarized in the

Current (amps.) Life (cycles]

18,000 1,480
14,000 2;006 !

It was Iirther hypothesized, but never tested (because of finding limitations), that
using Hf (instead of Ti), as the alloying element for seeding nucleation sites,
would produce in the matrix an even finer more homogeneously distributed
A1203 particulate with even better field performance characteristics.

The extended investigation of Task #3 led to the following conclusions:

.1.

2.

3.

A metal matrix composite material with a open cell structurally networked
substrate, as originally conceived, proved to be neither theoretically promising
nor, after several attempts, was it ever successfidly produced.

Refractory particulate metal matrix composite
provide a reasonably acceptable alternative.

A prototype quantity of a new type of refractory

materials (D SC) appeared to

particulate composite material
(HNDSC) were successfi.dly produced and demonstrated superior level of
operating performance in a production field test.
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4. More development work (well beyond the financial scope of this grant) needs
to be done in order to productionize the process for making HNDSC, so that
the volume necessary to satis& the automobile industry’s demand for
resistance welding electrodes can be produced.

o
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Resistance spot welding has been widely used to join galvanized steel

sheet in the automobile manufacturing industries. The zinc coated surface of

the galvanized thin-gauge steel sheets improves the corrosion resistance, but

this coating present a special problems in weldability. The most serious of these

problems is that the presence of the zinc coating causes rapid electrode wear

which manifests itself as pitting and general overall enlargement of electrode

diameter. This causes a rapid reduction in the current density with a

corresponding reduction in weld nugget size. Factors affecting the weldability

problems include electrode material and design, coating thickness and sheet

thickness, coating chemistry, welding schedules, and electrode cooling, These

factors influence the interface temperature between the eiectrode surface and

the zinc coating. Reducing the interface temperature has been reported as an

effective means to improve the electrode life. The objective of this report is to

study and evaluate the cooling effect of a self-dressing pointed electrode design

and the electrical/thermal contact resistances on the temperature distributions at

the electrode/zinc coated workpiece interface using the finite element method.

Joining two 0.035 inches of galvanized steel sheets using a self-dressing

pointed electrode has been simulated by several 3-D finite element models to

investigate the cooling effect. “To reduce the interface temperature of the

electrode/zinc interface while keeping the acceptable nugget formation during

the welding process, five basic parametric studies have been investigated in this

project.



First, in contrast to a conventional pointed electrode without cooling fins

inside the cooling cavity, an evaluation of the cooling effect has been made for a

self-dressing pointed electrode with eight cooling fins inside. Second, the

relation between weld nugget formation and the electrical contact resistance on

the electrode/zinc interface has been identified to figure out how the electrical

contact resistance influence the weld nugget. Third, the mutual effect between

the electrical contact resistance and the thermal contact resistance has been

investigated by applying different combinations of electrode/zinc interface

electrical contact resistance and thermal contact resistance to control the

interface temperature and the nugget growth. Fourth, three different convection

coefficients (high, medium and low heat convection coefficients) of the cooling

water has been performed to evaluate the cooling effect during the welding

process. Fifth, eight models with different thickness of the electrode cap has

been simulated to identify the correlation between the cooling effect and the

thickness of electrode cap.

The results showed that the self-dressing pointed electrode does

accelerate the cooling rate during the cooling cycles but not the heating cycles

even though the thickness of the electrode cap was reduced to 0.08 inches. The

reason is because the electrical contact resistance between the electrode and

the zinc coating keeps supplying heat during the weld times to dominate the

temperature adjacent to the electrode/zinc interface. After the weld times, no

more heat sources are existing on the contact interfaces; the cooling fins then

can efficiently remove the heat from the electrode. The weld time of the heating

process is too short; the heat generated from the contact interfaces don’t have

sufficient time across the thickness of the electrode transferring to the cooling

‘7
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fins. That is the other

temperature adjacent to

reason why the cooling fins are

the electrode/zinc interface during

hard to influence

the weld times.

Although the self-dressing pointed electrode could not be proved

the

the

advantage of reducing the electrode/zinc interface temperature, it still provides a

better cooling effect than the conventional pointed electrode. Besides, it is not

permitted to reduce temperature on the contact zinc coating. According to the

results, the temperature on the zinc coating of the electrode/zinc interface plays

a very important role to assist the nugget growth. The joule heat generated on

the electrode/zinc interface plays as a thermal barrier to resist the heat

generated within two faying sheets across the electrode/zinc interface, then the

heat is accumulated in the sheets, and a nugget therefore can be produced. On

the other hand, reducing the electrode/zinc interface temperature may reduce

even vanish the weld nugget. When an acceptable weld nugget is formed, the

temperature on the zinc coating of the electrode/zinc interface should reach a

certain value which is much higher than the melting point of zinc. Consequently,

reducing the zinc coating temperate

idea to improve the life of electrodes.

below its melting point is not a practical

Although changing the zinc coating temperature of the electrode/zinc

interface can not be permitted, it is possible to reduce the temperature on

electrode tip. Theoretically, higher thermal contact resistance and lower

electrical contact resistance on the

temperature on the electrode tip.

mushrooming and alloying effects.

electrode/zinc interface can reduce the

Cooler electrode tip may reduce the

● 3
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The direction for designing an electrode may be

the temperature on zinc coating to optimal structural

dressing pointed electrodes have eight fins inside the

changed from reducing

design. Because self-

cooling cavity, It may

increase the strength of electrode but also may gain extra stress concentration

problems. The current design tends to overdesign in the electrode cap

thickness and wall thickness. Reducing the electrode cap thickness and wall

thickness may efficiently increase the cooling effect, because thinner wall can

increase the contact area reacting with cooling water and thinner electrode cap

can shorten the time to transfer the heat from the

Together with these new design idea, it

electrode tip to the fins.

is necessary to build an extra

model to analyze the electrode structure in the future. Stress concentration and

electrode deformation should be taken into account to minimize the electrode

cap thickness and the wall thickness. Then a best cooling effect design can be ,

achived under a safe structural consideration.

4
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1. INTRODUCTION
e

1.1 Background Reviews

●
Because of high speed and adaptability for automation in the bight

production of sheet metal assemblies, the resistance spot welding technique is

widely used in the automobile industry. Joining two or more workplaces together

0
using resistance spot welding, the mechanical pressure is imposing on a pair of

electrodes to squeeze the metal sheets tightly, then introduces a high electric

current passing through the sheets. Because of the extremely high contact

D
resistance on the faying surface between metal sheets, a great deal of heat to ,

create a molten nugget joining the sheets together is produced by the joule

heating effect. The process is so fast that a joint may be completed within ten

o
more cycles, so a high productivity can be achieved through a

welding process. Therefore, the generated heat should be removed

possible before starting the next welding step. To remove the heat,

B
water which circulates inside both electrodes is introduced rapidly

heat away from the electrodes during the cooling cycles.

B
Although resistance spot welding has been

over 100 years since Elihu Thomson developed the

complicate physical phenomena during the welding

r
understood. The process described above not

electrical and thermal physical phenomena but also

) 5

successive

as soon as

the cooling

to take the

widely used in the industry

first spot welder in 1877, the

process still cannot be fully.

only involves mechanical,

metallurgical behaviors and
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surface conditions. Together with these factors, the physical behavior during

welding becomes a very complicate process.

To improve the corrosion resistance, a thin layer of zinc, tin, or aluminum

coating are often used on the steel sheet. These coatings present special

problems in weldability. For galvanized steel sheets, zinc coating causes rapid

electrode wear because of pitting and enlargement of the electrode diameter.

Only several thousand welds can be made before electrode dressing is required,

compared to the tens of thousands of welds which can be made on uncoated

materials before electrodes need to be dressed.

Because the melting temperature of the zinc coating is pretty low

compared to the steel, the zinc coating will be molten and stick on the electrode

tip during welding process. The electrode keeps picking up the molten zinc and ,

accumulating on the the electrode tip during the successive use of an electrode;

such effect is called mushroom effect. Mushroom effect presents two serious

problems on the weldability which are electrode tip enlargement and alloying

effect. The enlargement of the electrode tip increases the contact area of

electrode tip face, this will reduce the current density passing through the

workpiece, and may cause the insufficient nugget growth because of the

decrease of the joule heating effect. The alloying effect has been studied by

Wristen [1] and other authors [2][3]. He examined the diffusion of zinc into

copper base electrode, and found that deeper diffusion of zinc cause greater

deterioration of electrode. He reasoned that deeper alloying effect turns the

electrode resistivity

higher temperature

formation.

to higher value, that causes the electrode served under

to yield rapid electrode mushrooming and severe crater

6



To increase the electrode life, Resistance Welding Manual published by

RWMA (Resistance Welder Manufacturers Association) [4], suggested that

higher welding current, higher pressure and shorter weld times than for the plain

steel can be used to improve the weldability in welding galvanized steels. Due

to the narrow range between the melting and boiling points of the zinc coating,

higher pressures have been suggested to reduce vaporizing the zinc. Long weld

times have been reported as an important factor to reduce the electrode life,

because longer duration of contact with molten zinc will increase the alloying

effect. Therefore, shorter weld times are recommended to incresae electrode

life. Shorter time means that higher current input is required; however, higher

joule heating effect will also shorten the electrode life. Thus, a medium weld

times (between 10-20 cycles for 1.2 mm sheet) was best [5].

The electrical contact resistance on the faying surface between metal

sheets is the major factor to dominate the weld nugget formation, and the

electrical resistance has been reported as a function of many parameters such

as temperature, electrode pressure, material of metal sheet, surface conditions

etc. Dynamic contact resistance has been measured by some researchers

[7][8][9]. The dynamic resistance and critical explusion energy has been

discussed by Dickinson [6] to get a better understanding of lobe curves. Kaiser

[1O] has measured the static electrical contact resistances related to different

combinations of welding current and pressure. Recently, Vogler and Sheppard

[22] made a series of sophisticated measurements to identify the electrical

contact resistances between electrode/workpi ece and between

workpiece/workpiece for steel sheets and galvanized steel sheets under various

loads and elevated temperature. They measured the electrical contact

7
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resistance under a specified temperature or loading by installing the electrode

like specimens and workplaces on a MTS 20 kips universal testing machine

equiped with an ATS cylindrical furnace to control the temperature and the

loading variations. The electrical contact resistance related to the temperature

and loading then be measured. These experimental results, especially for the

results of temperature dependent electrical

important for the finite element analysis to obtain

joule heating effect.

contact resistance, are very

more accurate simulation of the

All studies introduced above showed that the electrical contact resistance

is rapidly dropped from initial high to minimum low value within the first few weld

times. Because the softer, higher conductivity of galvanized zinc, zinc’ coating

provides the better contact between the eiectrode/zinc interface as well as the

zinc/zinc interface. The electrical resistance of these two interface becomes

smaller than the resistances in joining uncoated steel sheets. Thus, higher

current is needed to generate sufficient joule heat to create the weld nugget in

joining galvanized parts.

Electrical contact resistance not only depends on the material itself but

also determined by the surface conditions on the coating surface. Higher

roughness causes higher electrical contact resistance. Several different surface

conditions, untreated, degreased and pickled surfaces, for the steel sheet has

been studied by Savage [8]. The results showed that better surface condition

causes lower electrical contact resistance. Dynamic electrical contact resistance

for joining galvanized steels was also measured under these different surface

conditions [7].

8



Because of severely high temperature in the weld nugget (above 2800 oF)

and in the electrode tip face (above 1500 - 1700 OF) during welding, cooling

water presents an important role to carry the heat out of the electrode in the

sucessive welding process. Increasing cooling effect has been reported to

marginally improve electrode life [11 ][12][1 3]. The thickness of electrode cap

has been shown as a factor to affect the electrode life [14]. The heat in

electrode generated in the contact interfaces takes shorter time across the

thickness of the electrode cap to convect into the cooling water, and thicker

electrode keeps more heat inside, this will cause higher temperature to

accelerate deterioration of the electrode. The thinner electrode therefore can

serve longer time than the thicker one.

In the resistance spot welding, a great deal of heat is generated just

within a few cycles. The heat flux inside the workplaces and the electrode is

hard to be predicted by experiments. To figure out the temperature distribution

during the welding process, numerical methods are known as an economic way

to improve the electrode design, welding parameters and welding schedule to

get an optimal welding control. A good prediction may provide a reasonable

evaluation to solve the temperature dependent phenomena such as nugget

formation, contact interface temperature, cooling effect ... etc., then an improved

electrode design can be developed.

Because of complex geometric shape and temperature

parameters (materials properties and electrical contact resistance), it

dependent

is believed

that numerical methods processing by digital computers are the best way to

predict the thermal behavior during welding process. The accuracy of the

numerical solution usually depends on how accurate the assumptions is made

9
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while ignoring the truncation error of computer. Greenwood in 1961 [15]

developed the first simple finite difference model with a linear governing

equation which material properties are independent with temperature to

investigate the temperature distribution in nugget growth. The temperature

dependent materials and the electrical and thermal behavioes on the contact

interfaces has been considered in an one dimension numerical model developed

by Rice [16] to study the temperature distribution for stainless steel during spot

welding. Neid [17] developed a more sophisticated finite element models.

Temperature dependent material properties and electrical contact resistances

were taken into account and a good prediction of temperature distribution,

thermal expansion and mechanical stress distribution on the electrode tip were

achieved. The finite difference models and the finite element models has been

continuously developed to pridict the phenomenon of the resistance spot

welding process. The temperature dependent material properties and electrical ,

contact resistance has been modeled using finite difference method to predict

the temperature distribution and the nugget formation[l8][19][20]. Direct

correlations between nugget formation and expansion displacement between

electrode has been studied by Tsai to improve the resistance welding control

using finite element method. The results from most of these numerical studies

had been compared with the metallurgical evidences. These good agreements

reveals that the

the spot welding

theoretical computer models can provide good evaluations for

phenomina.

All these studies described in previous section aimed to a target, that is,

to increase electrode life and make a better weld quality. Bryan Prucher

developed a self-dressing electrode

Patent No. 4476372). This electrode

and patented in the United State (U.S.

design minizes tip mushrooming using an

10



extended tip with plurality of coaxial alternating larger and smaller diameter

segments. The smaller diameter segments are rolled and thus work-hardened,

so their circumferences constitute hardened circular shells. As the larger

diameter segment mushroomed, the adjacent shell of smaller diameter work-

hardened material cuts into the deformed area, trimming it back to the smaller

diameter. The smaller diameter segment also tends to mushroom when they

become the contact area, but the overall effect is of a much more constant

contact area than can be achieved with conventional conical electrodes. in

contrast to conventional electrode configurations that increase in cross sectional

contact area as they wear, self-dressing electrode can reduce power

consumption by more than 50Y0. Moreover, the self-dressing electrode

possesses a series of eight circumferential spaced cooling fins inside the cooling

cavity. These fins increasing the cooling cavity surface area by over 200%, and

result in significant cooling effect.

11

.



1.2 Objectives

The temperature on the eiectrode/zinc interface has been reported as

1500 OF -1700 OF which is much higher than the temperature to join uncoated

steel sheets (1500 OF -1700 OF). Such high temperature turns the zinc coating

in molten liquid to mushroom and alloy with the electrode tip, that will rapidly

shorten the electrode life,

To reduce electrode/zinc interface temperature is one of the important

design purposes for the self-dressing electrode. [n tis report, these cooling fins

inside the self-dressing electrode was evaluated by the finite element analysis to

identify how much it affects the electrode/zinc interface temperature; moreover,

several parametric studies of electrical contactact resistance, thermal contact

resistance, cooling water, and thickness of electrode cap, were investigated as a ,

design reference for future use. This report covered four investigations briefly

described as follows

a. Evaluation of cooling effect for a self-dressing electrode:

cooling effect from the eight cooling fins, then compared with

Evaluated the

a conventional

electrode (without cooling fins inside the cooling cavity) to see how much the

cooling fins improve the temperature distribution in the electrode.

b. Effect of electrical contact resistance:

resistance on the electrode/zinc inteterface

Use different electrical contact

to figure how electrical contact

resistance affect the electrical intefiace temperature and the nugget formation.

12
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c. Thermal/electrical contact resistance: Investigate the mutual effect between

electrical/thermal contact resistances to affect the electrode/zinc interface

temperature and the nugget formation.

d. Cooling water effect: Three different convection effects (low, medium and

high heat lose coefficients) for the cooling water are employed in a thick

electrode cap model (0.22 in) and a thin electrode cap model (0.08 in) to see

how the cooling water affects the temperature on the electrode/zinc interface

and the the weld nugget formation during the welding process.

e. Cooling effect vs. thickness of electrode cap: Built several models with the

different electrode cap thickness reduced from the original design value of 0.22”

to 0.08” to see the influence of the overall cooling effect, electrode/zinc

interface temperature, and weld nugget formation.

13



2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Three heat sources, 2 on the electrode/zinc intedaces and 1 on the zinc/zinc

interface. the main heat source is the source fron the zinc/zinc interface.

2.1 Study Issues

The life of electrodes is a very important factor affecting the

manufacturing quality and the productivity in the spot welding engineering; how

to improve the working condition and the electrode design is always an important

task for welding engineers. For the purpose of corrosion resistance, steel

sheets usually precoat a zinc layer onto the sheet surface using galvanization

method. The melting temperature of zinc (800 OF) is much lower than steel

(2800 OF); that means the electrode tip will keep picking up molten zinc and

accumulating the zinc on the tip during sucessive welding process. The

cumulate zinc on the electrode tip will not only enlarge the tip size to chage the

current density but also alloy with the copper tip that will chage the material

properties of the tip. Decreased current density tends to reduce the weld nugget

size, and alloyed ‘electrode tip also changes

resistances on the electrode/zinc interface.

parameters to make a good weld become hard to

the electrocfe/thermal contact

Consequently, the welding

be controled.

To extend the

the nugget formation

electrode life, cooling

unchanged during the

14

the electrode interface but keeping

heating cycle is a idea to avoid the
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mushroom effect. As Fig. 2.1 shown, a new design with eight fins inside the

electrode called self-dressing electrode was developed by Bryan Prucher’ to

improve the interface temperature. The 10b cutves for the self-dressing pointed

electrode are shown in Fig. 2.2 (a) and (b) with respect to 400 Ibs electrode and

700 Ibs electrode loads. Because of increasing the contact area, the cooling

water will remove more heat per unit time than a traditional electrode (without

fins). Does it reach the effect as’ what we expect? No theoretical or

experimental methods had been developed to evaluate this design. In this

study, one of the major purposes was to evaluate the effect from the cooling fins.

Not only the fins will affect the interface temperature, but the heat loss coefficient

of cooing water, the electrical contact resistance on the electrode/zinc interface,

the electrical contact resistance on the zinc/zinc (sheet-to-sheet) interface, the

thermal contact resistance of electrode/zinc interface and the thickness of

electrode cap, will also affect the cooling effect. Therefore, four parameters,

cooling effect of fins, thermal contact resistance, electrical contact resistance

and thickness of electrode cap were taken into consideration in this research to

understand

temperature,

how these parameters affect the electrode/zinc interface

and provide important information for future design need.

Finite element analysis, a numerical technique processing by the digital

computer, is the best way to predict the complicate welding process. A series of

finite element models for a self-dressing pointed electrode were built to simulate

the thermal behaviors under different welding conditions and various welding

parameters. By comparing the results from these models, the effects of these

1Self-dressing electrode for resistance spot welding was developed by Bryan Prucher and patented in the
United State (U.S. patent Noo. 4476372).
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welding parameters then can be identified to provide a good direction for design

purpose.
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2.2 Geometric Model and Dimensions

A self-dressing pointed electrode which has eight fins inside the cooling

cavity of the electrode are analyzed in this research. Fig. 2.1 shows the

important dimensions of the original electrode and sheets design. To put it

briefly, two 0.0350 in. steel sheets with 1.50 oz/ft3 zinc coating on to it were

joined together by using a pointed electrode with 0.250 tip diameter. All

computer models were developed based on this original design.

Because of symmetry, a 1/16 slice of electrode and a upper metal sheet

were sectioned from a complete electrode model. Fig. 2.3(a) shows a computer

model performed in this study. As Fig. F2.3(a) shown, the fins inside the cooling

cavity will significantly increse the cooling contact area over 200%; that will

increase the cooling rate during the welding process. Fig. 2.3(b) shows a

conventional electrode model without fins inside. A commercial finite element

package, ANSYS, was used to model these thermal transient problems. Both

models were built by using parametric method; that is, the important dimensions

of the model and working parameters were designed as variables. Based on

these variables, a lot of models can be easily generated by changing these key

variables. For example, the models with different cap thickness in this paper

were produced only by changing the variable of cap thickness; other dimensions

and proper mesh size were automatically calculated based on this variable.

Similarly, changing current variable would automatically re-define the electrical

boundary conditions for analysis. A example of the input file can be seen in

APPENDIX A.
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Three special layers of element are shown in Fig. 2.4 which is a magnified

region from a finite element model. Two layers of interface element, one

inserted between electrode-zinc coating and the other between two zinc

coatings (the bottom of the mode{), were used to simulate the electrical contact

resistances effects. The remaining layer of element on the end of the electrode

tip plays a role to model the thermal contact resistance effect. The characters of

these special elements will be described in the following section.
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2.3 Element Category and Material Properties

I

●

o

●

●

D

The model in Fig. 2.4 is together with three different materials, copper for

electrode, mild steel for sheet and zinc for coating. The model was composed of

six different element categories, copper electrode, steel sheet, zinc coating,

electrical contact resistance elements between electrode/zinc coating, electrical

contact resistance elements between two zinc coatings, and thermal contact

resistance elements between electrode/ zinc coating. Each element has its own

material properties, then a soild model was employed to simulate the real spot

welding process involving joule heating and thermal barrier effect.

Because of a large temperature variation from room temperature to

severe high temperature (more than molten temperature 2800 OF) during a

resistance spot welding process, the temperature dependent material properties

should be taken account in modeling resistance spot welding. The temperature

dependant material properties are listed as follows

●

●

●

●

●

Thermal conductivity

Resistivity

Specific heat

Equivalent conductivity (thermal contact resistance)

Equivalent resistivity (electrical contact resistance).

Baed on Metals Handbook (ref. ), the molten temperature for the each material

are assumed to be

. steel :2800 ‘F



● zinc :730 OF

. Copper : 1981 OF.

The details of these temperature dependant material properties are

shown in Table 2.1 [21]. These temperature dependant materiai properties are

very important for approaching the reai physicai phenomena during weiding,

especially for the electrical contact resistance. The eiectficai contact resistance

initiaiiy is extremeiy high in the first few cycies during weiding, then the electrical

contact resistance wiii abruptiy drop when intefiace temperature is raising [6].

Because this modei used a thin iayer of eiement to simuiate the effect of

electrical contact resistance; therefore there wasn’t a reai ‘contact’ in this finite

eiement modei. Hence, the electrical contact resistance shouid be transformed

to the equivalent resistivity as a materiai property of a thin iayer of the electrical

contact eiements shown in Fig. 2.4. The

physicai quantity that proportional to iength

proportional to the cross area A (inZ), thus

resistance R (Ohm) of the form

R = peiJA, (1)

electrical contact resistance is a

L (in) (or thickness) and inverse

Ohm’s iaw provides an electrical

L

Where pe (Ohm-in) is electrical contact resistivity.

with thickness of 0.001 in. were empioyed to

Because the soiid eiements

repiace the reai ‘contact’

o phenomenon of the eiectrode/zinc and the zinc/zinc interface, the electrical

resistance effect shouid be transformed to those soiid eiements as a materiai

propertity of resistivity to exhibit the same physicai effect as a reai ‘contact’,

B interface do. Substituting the eiement thickness L = 0.001 in. into equation (1),

and the equivalent electrical contact resistivity can be rewritten as

25
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●

* pe = RA/O.001 (2)

Because of surface roughness of two contact sudace, heat can be

transferred across the contact interface through two ways, conduction forcontact

spots and radiation for the voids. This imperfect contact will resist the heat

across the surface of the interface, and temperature may significantly drop

across the contact interface. This thermal barrier effect had been quantified as

the thermal contact resistance, and had been defined as following equation [24]

D Rt = AT/q

where Rt (inz-OF/Btu)

B temperature difference

(3)

is the thermal contact resistance, AT (OF) is the

across the contact interface, and q (Btu/inz) is the heat

transfer rate. Similar to

element will be used to

the electrical contact resistance, a layer of thin solid

replace the real ‘contact’ phenomenon. The thermal

P contact resistance should be transformed to a so-called equivalent conductivity

as a material property of the contact intetlace element. To model the heat

transfer within a thin solid element The basic heat transfer equation, the one

B dimension Fourier’s law is written below

q = keA(AT/Ax) (4)

D

where ke (Btu/in-OF) is the equivalent thermal contact conductivity, and Ax (h) k

the thickness of the element, and A (inz) is the contact area. Based on the

) energy point of view, heat transfer rate should be the same in equations (3) and



(4). Therefore, substitute eqation (4) into equation (3); the equivalent thermal

contact conductivity can be solved as

ke = Ax/(RtA) (5)

The thickness (AX) of the interface element is 0.001 in. for all models in this

paper, so the equivalent thermal contact conductivity becomes

ke = O.OO1/(RtA) (6)
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2.4 Initial and Boundary Conditions

The physical phenomena of resistance spot welding should include

mechanical, thermal and electrical effects, but only thermal and electrical effects

have dealed with this analysis; hence, the mechanical boundary conditions were

ignored in this paper, The electrical boundary conditions and the thermal

boundary conditions are described below

A. Electrical Boundary Conditions:

1.The bottom of the metal sheet was assumed 0.0 voltage as a reference value.

2. The electric current was uniformly input from the top of the electrode.

B. Thermal Boundary Conditions:

1. The free convection effected by air occurs along the outer surface of the

electrode and the upper surface of the sheet, and the reference temperature was

assumed to be 70 OF.

2. The force convection effected

cooling cavity and the fin surface.

by the cooling water occured on the inner

3. The noncontacted

adiabatic.

surface on the bottom of the sheet was assumed to be

4. Because of symmetry, no heat flowallowed across the central axis and the

sectioned surface.
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Table 2.1: Temperature dependent material propetiies used in the finite

eiement analysis
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3. EVALUATION FOR THE COOLING FINS

3.1 Problem Approach

Eight cooling fins inside the self-dressing pointed electrode has been

reported that they can increase the contact area of the cooling water over 200Y0.

In the engineering point of view, the new design was supposed to have better

temperature cooling of the electrode/zinc interface during weld times, that will

reduce the interface temperature and improve the mushrooming and alloying

effects, then can enlarge the electrode life, but no theoretical evaluation has

been investigated to support this new design. In this study, the cooling effect

from the fin-electrode was evaluated and compared to a conventional electrode

to investigate if the cooling fins can significantly decrease the electrode/zinc

interface temperature.

● 30



3.2 Analysis Procedure

Both electrode models, a self-dressing pointed electrode with eight fins

inside the cooling cavity (Fig. 2.3(a)) and a conventional pointed electrode

without cooling fin (Fig. 2.3(b)), have the same dimensions, and were simulated

under the same electrical and thermal parameters.

To magnify the effect of fin-cooling, a long weld time of 18 cycles was

used in this simulation. The heat loss coefficient of the cooling water was 9x1 0-2

(Btu/sec-inz-OF); the material properties for both models are listed in Table 2.1.

By comparing the results from these two models, the cooling effect from the fins

then can be identified. The operating parameters for both model are listed as

follows

. Current: 10,000 amps

. Reference temperature: 70.0 OF

. Weld times: 18 cycles

. Cooling cycles: 30 cycles
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* 3.3 Results and Discussions

Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 show the temperature history at the end of weld time

● (18 cycles) along the central line and the electrode/zinc interface, respectively.

The solid lines represent the temperature history

and the dot lines are for a conventional electrode.

●

of a self-dressing electrode

In Fig. 3.1, cooling effect from fins become more significant from position

1 to 6 during the weld times. At the peak temperature (after 18 cycles), the

maximum temperature drop found in position 6 is about 100 OF compared to the

conventional electrode, but the temperature drop at position 1 located at the

electrode/zinc interface is so small that can be ignored. Positions 1 to 6 in

Fig. 3.2 which are all located along the electrode/zinc interface reveal that the ,

fins can not significantly reduce the interface temperature during weld times.

The 30 OF maximum temperature drop at the peak temperature was found in

position 6 which is the point most far from the electrode center. Both results in

Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 show the self-dressing electrode has the better cooling

effect on the electrode/zinc interface than the conventional electrode during the

cooling cycles.

All evidences in this analysis show that the cooling fins can not

significantly reduce the electrode/zinc interface temperature during the heating

cycles, but do increase the cooling rate during the cooling cycle (Fig, 3.1 and

Fig. 3.2). .It means that the self-dressing electrode can remove the interface.

heat faster than a conventional electrode after the heating ~ycles (18 cycles).

Therefore, self-dressing electrode can prevent the electrode/zinc interface away
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from higher temperature than the conventional electrode during the cooling

cycles, that may improve the alloying effect.

The electrical contact resistance on the electrode/zinc

source heating the interface during the weld time, and tend to

interface is a heat

keep the interface

temperature unchanged. That’s a reason why the fins can do little contribution

to reduce the interface temperature, but significantly increase the cooling rate

during the cooling cycles. Besides, the heat generated from the electrode/zinc

interface needs time across the thickness of the electrode cap; the fins then can

affect the temperature, but the weld time is too short to transfer the heat to the

cooling fins.

It is not a good thing if the fins can really

interface temperature during the weld time. The

sections show that the interface temperature plays an

reduce the electrode/zinc

results from the following ~

important role to assist the

nugget growth. Consequently, the purpose of the cooling fins of self-dressing

electrode is used to rapidly reduce the electrode/zinc interface temperature

during the cooling cycles not the heating cycles. It can not significantly reduce

the electrode/zinc interface temperature, and the electrode/zinc interface

temperature is also not permitted to be changed during the heating cycles.
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4. ELECTRICAL CONTACT RESISTANCE

o

●

●

●

4.1 Problem Approach

The joule heat from electrical contact resistance not only takes place on

the zinc/zinc interface but also on the electrode/zinc interface. It believes that

the electrical contact resistance on the zinc/zinc (the two faying sheets) interface

is the most important factor generating the joule heat to join workplaces together.

Exclusive the electrical contact resistance on the zinc/zinc interface, the other

electrical contact resistance on the electrode/zinc intedace may do some

contribution to assist the nugget growth. If the electrical contact resistance on

the electrode/zinc intedace won’t significantly affect the nugget formation during ,

welding process, then reducing the electrical contact resistance on the

electrode/zinc interface may be an idea to improve the electrode/zinc interface

temperature.

In this study, the unchanged electrical contact resistance distribution on

the zinc/zinc interface was used in all analyses. Several electrical contact

resistance distributions on the electrode/zinc interface have been investigated to

understand how much it affects the nugget formation. The role of this parameter

then can be identified as a reference for future design use.

●
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4.2 Analysls Procedure

I
9

To study the nugget formation affected by the electrical contact resistance

on the electrode/zinc interface, the contact resistivity of the electrode was

divided into six stages reduced from the original value down to no contact

resistance. Through this way, the effect from the electrode contact resistance

can be evaluated. Six models of self-dressing pointed electrode which with

different electrical contact resistance effect were built to analysis. The

temperature dependent equivalent resistivities for each model were gradually

reduced from the original equivalent resistivity shown in Fig. 4.1. Because

higher temperamre will soften the contact metals that will cause better contact

condition to reduce the electrical contact resistance, so the electrical contact

resistance is much higher under a low temperature than under a high

temperature. The temperature dependent resistivity distribution is used in the

electrical contact elements (a layer of thin elements inserted between the

electrode/zinc intertace) to simulate the electrical contact resistance. The

transform process between electrical contact resistance and electrical contact

resistivity for analysis had been discussed in the METHODOLOGY section.

Case 1 in Fig. 4.1 is the original contact resistivity curve. The curve of case 6

was assumed to be the same as the copper’s resistivity; therefore, the sixth case

won’t produce any contact resistance effect during the heating cycles. The heat

loss coefficient of the cooling water is assumed to be 9x10-2 (Btu/sec-inZ-°F), and

the material properties are listed as Table 2.1. The operating conditions for this

analysis are listed below

. Current: 10,000 amps
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. Reference temperature: 70.0 OF

. Weld time: 18 cycles

. Cooling time: 36 cycles.

38
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4.3 Results and Discussions

The results of temperature distribution for the six case studies are shown

from Fig. 4.2(a) to Fig. 4.2(f) with respect to case 1 to case 6. The contours

marked A, B, C, D, E and F represent the isotherms of 200°F, 4000F, 800°F,

12000F, 18000F and 2800°F, respectively. The contour F of 2800°F is the

fusion boundary of steel sheet. Inside the contour F, nugget is formed.

These six case studies revealed an important information that the thermal

contact resistance of the electrode interface significantly affects the nugget

formation during the heating cycles. Case 1 (Fig. 4.2(a)) is the original nugget

formation used as a reference baseline, and the nugget tends to vanish when

the contact resistivity is decreased step by step. The nugget is completely

vanished in Case 5 (Fig.4 .2(f)). Therefore, the electrical contact resistance on

electrode/zinc interface plays an important role as a thermal barrier to resist the

heat generated in the zinc/zinc interface across it. In other hand, If there is no

contact resistance in the electrode interface, the heat between two workplaces

will transfer across the electrode interface without resistance, then the heat can

not be accumulated, thus the weld nugget will be shrunk even vanished.

The temperature distributions from Fig. 4.2(a) through Fig. 4.2(f) show

that reducing the electrical contact resistance effect on the electrode/zinc

interface will decrease the interface temperature, but the weld nugget size will

also be shrunk even vanished at the same moment. Therefore, to reduce the

electrode/zinc interface temperature by the means of reducing electrical contact

resistance effect is not a recommended way to improve the electrode life.
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Figure 4.2(a): Case 1- The temperature distribution at the end of weld
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5. ELECTRICA~HERMAL CONTACT RESISTANCE

5.1 Problem Approach

According to the results from previous section, electrical contact

resistance on the electrode/zinc interface is a very important factor to resist the

heat across the interface, then assist the nugget- growth. To resist the heat

across the electrode/zinc, increasing the thermal contact resistance while

decreasing the electrical contact resistance may keep the heat accumulating to

the galvanized steel sheets to help the nugget growth. Because the joule

heating effect on the electrode/zinc interface is reduced, the interface

temperature may be improved.

The electrical contact resistance on the zinc/zinc interface is extremely

large at the first few cycles during the welding process; that will generate a great

deal of heat to form the weld nugget, but electrical contact resistance between

two faying-sheets plays a role as a necessary condition not a sufficient condition

in the resistance spot welding process. There may be two factors to assist the

nugget formation. The electrical contact resistance and the thermal contact

resistance on the electrode/zinc interface may play as a thermal barrier to resist

the heat across that interface, that will cause the generated heat accumulating in

‘e

the metal sheet

effect between

and accelerate the nugget formation.

electrical/thermai contact resistances

47
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understand how they could affect the temperature on the eiectrode/zinc

interface.
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5.2 Analysis Procedure

In this section, the mutual relation

resistance and the thermal contact resistance

affect the weld nugget would be investigated.

between the electrical contact

on the electrode/zinc interface to

To investigate the influence effected by thermal resistance, the thermal

resistance on the electrode/zinc interface was gradually increased by

decreasing the equivalent thermal conductivity effect while keeping the resistivity

situation of the electrode/zinc interface unchanged. Then, the effects from the

different thermal resistance could be evaluated based on the same electrical

resistance effect. The operating parameters using in this analysis is listed below

. Current: 10,000 amps

. Reference temperature: 70.0 OF

. Weld time: 12 cycles

● Cooling time: 24 cycles.

Two sets of group are classified based on two specified electrical contact

resistance, and five cases for each set with different thermal resistance effect

were investigated. The detailed schedule and parameters to perform this study

is shown in Table 5.1. The convection coefficient for the cooling water was

assumed to be 9x10-2 (Btu/sec-inZ-OF) and 9x10% (Btu/sec-inz-OF) was for the air

surrounding the free surface’ of the electrode and the sheet. Consequently, total

ten models were built for analysis, and the combinations of these parameters are

shown as Table 5.1.
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●
Table 5.1: The Combinations of Resistivity and Equivalent Conductivity

Equivalent Conductivity of the Electrode/Zinc Interface
●

k ~ls I(J1o !(J5O kJl 00

Electrode/zinc

Resistivities
@

Set A: pCxl O Fig. 5.1 (a) Fig. 5.1 (b)” Fig. 5.1 (c) Fig. 5.1 (d) Fig. 5.1 (e)

Set B: pCXl00 Fig. 5.2(a) Fig. 5.2(b) Fig. 5.2(c) Fig. 5.2(d) Fig. 5.2(e)

Notes: pCis the bulk resistivity of copper shown in Table 2.1

~ is the bulk conductivity of mild steel shown in Table 2.1.
.

B

B
In Table 5.1, the electrical contact resistivitiek of Set A and set B were assumed

to be 10 times and 100 times of the resistivity of copper, respectively. Each set

had five models with different thermal contact resistance. Both resistivities are
D

much smaller than the original electrical contact resistivity shown in Table 2.1.

The thermal contact resistance was represented by the means of decreasing the

thermal conductivity of thermal resistance elements (a layer of thin elements
B

inserted in the electrode/zinc interface). The transform process of the thermal

D 50



resistance had been described in the “RESEARCH METHODOLOGY” section.

The figure numbers listed in Table 5.1 shows the results of temperature

distribution, at the end of weld times (12 cycles) corresponding to different

combinations of resistivity and equivalent conductivity.

●
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5.3 Results and DiscussIons

Fig. 5.1 (a)-(e) and Fig. 5,2(a)-(e) show the temperature distribution at the

end of weld times (12 cycles) for two sets of specified electrical contact

resistances, respectively. Five different conditions of thermal contact resistance

are employed in each set. The detailed category is shown in Table 5.1. The

contours marked A, B, C, D, E, F and G represent the isotherms of 200°F,.

4000F, 6000F, 8000F, 12000F, 20000F and 2800°F, respectively. The contour G

of 2800°F is the fusion boundary of steel sheet. Inside the contour G, nugget is

formed.

A series of combinations showed a fact that the thermal contact

resistance does significantly affect the nugget formation. When the electrical

resistivity is fixed, the nugget will grow with increasing the thermal resistance.

The nugget appears in Fig. 5,1 (e) for the first set and Fig. 5.2(d) & Fig. 5.2(e) for

the set 2. Particularly, the case shown in Fig. 5.1(e) is what we are most

interested, because the interface temperature is very low but still keeps the

desired nugget for joining. Although those combinations may not be found in the

practical application, we learned that it is theoretically possible to decrease the

electrode temperature and keep the nugget formation unchanged at the same

time.

Although higher thermal contact resistance and lower electrical contact

resistance (see Fig. 5.1 (e)) can efficiently reduce the temperature of the

electrode tip, but the zinc coating still experiences high temperature near 20000F

during the heating cycles which is still much larger than the melting temperature
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of zinc (8000 F), Low temperature on the zinc coating is shown in Fig. 51.(a)-(d)

and Fig, 5.2(a)-(d) because of the low thermal contact resistance, but the weld

nugget also couldn’t be formed in these cases. Therefore, the temperature of

the zinc coating on the electrode/zinc interface strongly depends on nugget size.

When a good nugget is formed, the zinc coating on the electrode/zinc interface

should reach a certain range which is still much higher than melting temperature

of zinc.

Theoretically, high thermal contact resistance but low electrical contact

resistance is a possible way to reduce the temperature distributed on the

electrode tip, but still can not improve the temperature on the contact zinc

coating though a low electrical contact resistance is employed,
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6. COOLING WATER EFFECT

6.1 Problem Approach

During a successive welding process, a great deal of heat needs to be

removed before starting the next welding step, or the generated heat will keep

accumulating in the electrode, that will soften the electrode and change the

mechanical properties. Cooling water has been reported that it plays an

impotiant role in carrying the heat out of the electrode and keeps the electrode

operating under the allowable working temperature. In this study, a low heat

loss coefficient, a medium’ heat loss coefficient and an extreme high heat loss ~

coefficient were employed in a thick (0.22 in) and a thin (0.08 in) electrode cap

models to see whether the cooling water will affect the temperature of

electrode/zinc interface or not. These two model are shown in Fig. 6.1 (a),(b).



6.2 Analysis Procedure

To compare the cooling effect with each analysis, all models used the

same operating parameters shown below

. Current: 10,000 amps

. Reference temperature: 70.0 ‘F

. Weld time: 12 cycles

. Cooling cycles: 12 cycles.

Three convection effects of cooling water, 9x10-s (Btu/sec-inz-OF) for low

convection, 9x1 0-2 (Btu/sec-in2-OF) for medium convection and 9x10-’ (Btu/sec-

inZ-OF) for high convection, were applied to two self-dressing models with

different cap thickness (0.22 in. and 0.08 in.). The heat loss coefficient for the

air surrounding the free surfaces of the electrode and the sheet was assumed to

be 3x10+ (Btu/sec-inz-oF). Table 6.1 shows the combinations of the analyses;

the corresponding figures show the temperature distribution at the end of weld

time (12 cycles) for each analysis. The material properties same as Table 2.1

were used in each model.
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Table 6.1: Combinations of Various Convection Effects on Different

Models

Convection effect Convection Coef. Thick Cap Model Thin Cap Model

(Btu/sec-in2-OF) 0.22 in 0.08 in

Low 9.OX10-3 Fig. 6.2(a) Fig. 6.3(a)

Medium 9.OX1o+’ Fig. 6.2(b) Fig. 6.3(b)

High 9.OX10-1 Fig. 6.2(c) Fig. 6.3(c)
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6.3 Results and Discussions

Fig. 6.2(a)-(c) show the temperature distribution at the end of heating

cycles for the thick electrode cap model (0.22 in) under the low, the medium and

the high convection effects, and Fig. 6.3(a)-(c) are for the thin electrode cap

model (0.08 in). Each electrode model had three different convection effects of

cooling water which are the low, the medium and the high convection. The

detailed category for the analyses is shown in Table 6.1. The temperature

contours for each figure marked A, B, C, D, E, F and G represent the isotherms

of 2000F, 4000F, 6000F, 8000F, 12000F, 20000 F,and 2800°F, respectively. The

contour G of 2800°F is the fusion boundary of steel sheet. Inside this contour G

is the weld nugget.

Comparing the temperature distributions for Fig. 6.2(a), (b) and

Fig. 6.3(a), (b), the nugget formation and the electrode/zinc interface

temperature of the thick electrode cap (Fig. 6.2(a),(b)) and the thin electrode cap

(Fig. 6.3(a), (b) are not much difference under low and medium convection

effect. Only the temperature distribution in the electrode far from the

electrode/zinc interface is affected by the cooling water. Of course, the case of

the thin electrode cap model under medium convection effect (Fig. 6.3(b)) has

the best electrode cooling (not on the electrode/zinc interface).

Fig. 6.2(c) and Fig. 6.3(c) show the thick cap model and thin cap model

under extremely high convection effect. The nugget and the interface

temperature of the thick cap model (Fig. 6.2(c)) stay the same as previous low

and medium convection models, but the electrode/zinc interface temperature is
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significantly dropped and the weld nugget tends to vanish in the thin cap model

(Fig. 6.3(c)) under extremely high convection effect.

This study reveals an important information that the thickness of the

electrode cap normally would not change the interface temperature and the

nugget formation under the low and the medium convections. The heat needs

time across the cap thickness to react with cooling water, but weld time is too

short to transfer the heat across the cap thickness.

The other important information from this study is that when the

electrode/zinc interface temperature is reduced by an extremely high convection

cooling water (Fig. 6.3(c)), the weld nugget is also being shrunk. The result

proves that the electrode/zinc temperature can not be reduced for a large range,

or the weld nugget will be shrunk even vanished. When a good nugget is being

formed, the contact zinc coating on the electrode/zinc interface is hard to avoid

to experience high temperature during the heating cycles. Therefore, it is hard

to improve the mushrooming effect on the electrode tip by cooling the

temperature for the contact zinc coating.

●
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Theorgind Modd

(a)

The Min. Thkknese Model

(b)

Figure 6.1: (a) The thick cap model (0.22 in),

(b) The thin cap model (0.08 in)
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- Medium convection cooling water and thin electrode cap model
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7. COOLING WATER VS. THICKNESS OF ELECTRODE CAP
*

●

D

7.1 Problem Approach

For a electrode, the heat generated during the welding process is

transferred and removed through four ways,

convection by cooling water and free convection

is the first medium that heat will be propagated.

conduction by copper, force

by air. Copper of the electrode

Although the cooling water has

the better capability to remove the heat generated on the faying surface,

however, the cooling water can efficiently affect the temperature distribution only

when the heat crosses the thickness of the electrode cap. Therefore, copper

may play a heat block to decrease the heat transfer rate.

According to the evidence in the previous parametric study, the cooling

water is hard to affect the temperature on the electrode/zinc interface during the

heating cycles. The reason for this is the weld time is too short and the heat

needs more time to transfer the heat across the cap thickness to interact with the

cooling water though the temperature gradient is very large. This study has built

several models with different cap thicknesses reduced from the original cap
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thickness, and the idea that improves the temperature on the electrode/zinc

interface by reducing the thickness will be evaluated later on.
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7.2 Analysis Procedure

To figure out the temperature variation by reducing the cap thickness,

eight different cap thickness models were built by reducing the cap thickness

every 0.02 in. from original designed thickness of 0.22 in. to 0.08 in. The

medium convection effect of 9x10-2 (Btu/sec-in2-OF) for the cooling water and the

convection coefficient of 9x10-2 (Btu/sec-inz-OF) for the air surrounding the free

surfaces of the electrode and the sheet were employed in this analysis. The

material properties were the same as the original values shown in Table 2.1 and

without the thermal resistance effect on the electrode interface. The same

operating parameters were applied for each model, and shown as follows

● Current: 10,000 amps

. Reference temperature: 70.0 OF

. Weld time: 12 cycles

● Cooling time: 36 cycles.



7.3 Results and Discussions

In this study, the temperature distribution for each model has been

compared with others. Fig. 7.1(a) and (b) show the temperature distributions at

the end of weld time of the maximum cap thickness model and minimum cap

thickness model, respectively. The complete temperature distributions for

different electrode cap models (from 0.22 in to 0.08 in) at the end of heating

cycles (12 cycles) and their temperature histories are collected in the APPENDIX

B. The contours marked A, B, C, D, E, F and G in the temperature distribution

figures represent the isotherms of 2000F, 4000F, 600°F, 800°F, 12000F, 20000F

and 2800°F.

From Fig. 7.1 (a), (b), although the temperature away from

electrode/zinc interface was significantly dropped in the thin electrode

the ‘

cap

model, but reducing cap thickness did not significantly change the temperature

distribution neither on the electrode/zinc interface nor on the nugget formation.

Fig. 7.2(a), (b) and (c) show the temperature history for three interested

positions, one is located on the center of the nugget; the other two are located

on the electrode/zinc interface. From Fig. 7.2(a), we didn’t see any significant

change of the temperature history before the end of weld times (12 cycles) at the

location of weld nugget center. This also can be seen in Fig. 7.1(a), (c) that the

nuggets stay the same at the maximum and minimum cap thickness models,

respectively. Hence, reducing the cap thickness didn’t affect the temperature on

the zinc/zinc interface. Fig. 7.2(b) and (c) show the temperature history at two

different locations on the electrode/zinc interface. Both temperatures in

●
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Fig. 7.2(b) and (c) were dropped about 200 OF, that will only slightly improve the

temperature on the electrode/zinc interface while keeping the weld nugget

unchanged. Because the temperature on the electrode/zinc interface near to

1300 OF is still much higher than molten temperature of zinc (800 OF or so), the

problem that the electrode will pick up the molten zinc can’t be completely solved

by reducing the cap thickness. The electrical contact resistance as a heat

source keeps heating the electrode/zinc interface during the weld time cycles,

that will keep the interface temperature stable. Reducing cap thickness may

significantly affect the area which is with some distance from the interface but

not on the electrode/zinc interface during the weld time cycles. When cooling

process starts, no more joule heating effect exists in the electrode/zinc interface,

then a significant cooling effect on the interface can be found. On other hand,

the electrical contact resistance on the electrode/zinc interface not only acts as a

heat source to keep the interface temperature stable but also acts as a thermal

barrier to resist the heat from weld nugget across the electrode/zinc interface.

In summary, reducing the electrode cap

reduce the electrode/zinc interface temperature,

thickness can not efficiently

but significantly increase the

cooling rate during the cooling process. Therefore, a thin electrode cap can

remove heat faster than a thick one after heating cycles, that will shorten the

duration of the electrode tip experiencing the extreme high temperature, and the

alloying effect may be reduced. The electrical contact resistance on the

electrode/zinc interface keeps heating the interface to maintain the interface stay

under 14000F to 15000F which is much higher than the melting

(8000 F), that is why the cooling water can not significantly affect

temperature.

point of zinc

the interface

9
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8.

1.

2.

3.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The cooling fins inside the self-dressing electrode can increase the cooling

rate during the cooling process but not the heating cycles, but the thickness

of the electrode cap may be too thick to efficiently transfer the heat across

the thickness to react with the cooling water.

The temperature on the contact zinc coating on the electrode/zinc interface is

strongly depend on the weld nugget size not on the cooling water or on the

cooling fins. Temperature of the contact zinc coating can not be reduced

much, because if the temperature on contact zinc coating is really being

reduced during the heating cycles, the nugget size will be shrunk even

vanished, but theoretically, it is possible to efficiently reduce the electrode tip ‘

temperature by the mean of increasing the thermal contact resistance while

employing the lower electrical contact resistance on the electrode/zinc.

Both of the electrical contact resistance and the thermal contact resistance

are acting as a thermal barrier effect to resist the heat across the

electrode/zinc interface; the heat then can be accumulated in the sheets to

assist the nugget growth. Completely removing the electrical contact

resistance from the electrode/zinc interface will vanish the weld nugget.

Hence, to form a good nugget depend on three parameters, the electrical

contact resistance on the zinc/zinc interface, the electrical contact resistance

on the electrode/zinc interface, and the thermal contact resistance on the

electrode/zinc interface.

●
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4.

5.

6.

D

Increasing the cooling rate assoonas possible to shorten the reacting time

to avoid the electrode tip experiencing extremely high temperature during the

cooling process, should be the design direction for these cooling fins.

However, the electrode cap thickness of the current design seems to be too

thick to efficiently transfer the heat to the cooling fins, and the height of the

fins don’t need such a large dimension. The upper portion of the fins does

little contribution on removing heat away from the electrode. In the

engineering point of view, the role of these fins may not only act as a cooling

effect but also act to reinforce the structure of the electrode to improve the

strength of the electrode structural. Therefore, a thinner electrode cap

should be determined to increase the cooling

safety consideration of the electrode structure.

effect of the fins under the

Cooling water is not necessary and also hard to affect the temperature of the

electrode/zinc interface during the heating cycles though the cap thickness is

very thin (0.08 in). That is because the electrical contact resistance keeps

heating to maintain the high temperature on the electrode/zinc interface;

besides, the heat also needs time across the cap thickness to react with

cooling water but the weld time is too short to transfer it. As previously

discussed, even though the cooling water can reduce the temperature on the

electrode/zinc interface, that is not recommended in the design consideration

because of the shrinkage of the weld nugget.

Thickness has been proved as an important factor to increase the cooling

rate of the fins during the cooling cycles, but what the best cap thickness is

and what the optimal fin’s size is, are the important problems for future

research. Reducing the cap thickness may increase the cooling effect but
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also may weaken the electrode’s structure, and cooling fins can increase the

strength of the electrode’s structure but also may cause extra stress

concentration problem under the high mechanical pressure.

7. In the future study, the mechanical analysis should be together with the

thermal analysis to achieve an optimal design for the self-dressing electrode.

The thickness of the electrode cap, the thickness of the electrode wall, the

fin’s size and the number of fins should be taken in account in the future

design. The analysis not only should consider the cooling effect but also

should evaluate the deformation, stress concentration and residual stress

problems for the electrode structure. The optimal design then can be

developed to increase the electrode life.
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APPENDIX A

An Example of ANSYS Input File



c******************************************** *****************
c*** ***
C*** The thermal and mechanical analysis ***

c*** for a self-dressing pointed electrode ***

c*** ***
C*** By ● **

c*** Ted H. LIANG ● **

c*** ● **
c*************************************************************

c******************************************************
C*** Basic parameters for determining the geometry ***
c******************************************************

PHI= 45.0/2 * Included angle of the model
Len= 0.88 * Total length of the electrod
OUD= 0.25 * Diameter of the cap’s outer surface
InD= 0.305 * Diameter of the cap’s inner surface
FnD= 0.16 * Diameter to the fin edge
InA= 5.0 * Incline angle of the cap’s inner surface
FnA= 15.0 * Inclined angle of the fin
FDg= 10.0 * Angle of the fin’s root
Thn= 0.22 * Thickness of the cap head (0.88-0.66=0.22)
FTh= 0.072 * Root thickness of the fin
HdR= 2.0 * Radius of the spherical surface of the cap head
TpH= 0.45 * Height of taper (0.88-0.43=0.45)
TpD= 0.635 * Diameter of taper (0.635/2.0.3175)
TpA= 17.5 * Angle of the taper
CVD= 0.4946 * Diameter of the cooling cave
Twp= 0.0305 * Thickness of the first workpiece
CVO. 9E-6 * Heat lose coefficient for outside environment
CVI= 9E-3 * Heat lose coefficient for inside cooling water
Amp= 10000’3.415/3600 * The input current (10,000 Amp)
Cyw= 0.3 * Weld time cycle (18 cycles)
CyC= 0.8 * Cooling time
LOD= 400 ● Mechanical loading (lb)

NdN=300 * The increment of the nodal number used in the
node

* generation around the central line
NoT=1O * No. of nodes in the thickness direction

c**************************************************
C*** Calculations for the important dimensions ● **
c**************************************************

PI= 3.1415926

OUR= OuD/2
InR= InD/2
FnR= FnD/2
FnW. FTh/2
TpR= TPD/2
CVR= CvD/2
Gap= 0.001

* Radius of the cap’s outer surface
* Radius of the cap’s inner surface
* Radius to the fin edge
* Root width of the fin
* Radius of the outer tapper
* Radius of the cooling cave
* Gap between the electrode and the workpiece



Hit= 130 * No. of iteration during heating process
CIt= 30 * No. of iteration during cooling process
PRS= LOD/PI/(TPR**2-CVR**2) * Pressure imposed on the electrode

FIZ= l/3*Thn * Height of fellet around the
head
FIR= TpR-(TpH-FIZ)*TAN(TPA*PI/180 .0) * Radius of the begining of
fillet

Nin = OuR/9 * Divide radius of outter cap’s surface into 9
portions

* for the purpose of nodal point generations

the

InZ.InR*TAN(InA*PI/180. O) *The rised dist. of the cap’s inner
surface

InF=FnR*TAN(InA*PI/180 .0) *The rised dist. of the Fin’s inner
edge

TpI. InR+(TpH-InZ-Thn)*TAN(TpA*PI/180 .0) * Inner radius of the taper
FnZ.TpH-(TpI-FnR) ●TAN(FnA*PI/180 .0) * Inner height of the fin

NoE=NoT-l * No. of elements in the thickness direction

FnT. FnW-(TpI-FnR)*TAN(FDg*PI/180 .0) * Thickness of the fan’s top edge
FAg= ATAN(FnT/FnR)*180/PI * Angle of the fin’s top tip corner
FDt= SQRT(FnT**2+FnR**2) * Distance from center to fin’s top tip
corner
ExA= FnW/InR*180/PI * Extended angle of fin’s root

Dd=(TpR-CvR) /5
Ara= TPR**2-CVR**2

~. ((CvR+l/2*Dd)**2-CvR**2) /Ara*PHI/360.0*Amp
AW3= ((CvR+3/2*Dd)**2-(CvR+l/2*Dd
AmC= ((CvR+5/2*Dd)**2-(CvR+3/2*Dd
AmD= ((CvR+7/2*Dd)**2-(CvR+5/2*Dd
AmE= ((CvR+9/2*Dd)**2-(CvR+7/2*Dd
AmY= ((CVR+ 5*Dd)**2-(CvR+9/2*Dd

/PREP7
/TITLE,POINTED ELECTRODE

**2)/Ara*PHI/360.0*Amp
**2)/Ara*PHI/360. O*AmP
**2)/Ara*pHI/360.O*~p
**2)/Ara*pHI/360. O*AmP
**2)/Ara*pHI/360.O*~p

KAN, -1
ET, 1, 69,, 1

c************************************************************** *********

**

c*** DEFINITIONS FOR DIFFERENT MATERIALS
***

C***

● **

C*** Material 1:
***

C*** Material 2:
***

Workpiece - steel

Contact interface

A-2

between electrode and workpiece



c*** Material 3:
***

c*** Material 4:
***

c***
***

Contact interface between two workplaces

Electrode - copper

c***********************************************************************

**

C*** Density for the materials
DENs,l, .28 * Workpiece
DENs,2, .30 * Interface between electrode and

workpiece
DENS,3, .30 * Interface between two workplaces
DENS,4, .32 * Electrode

c*** RSVX,l, 2.68E-2
c*** RSVX,2, 0.0099
c*** RSVX,3, 0.01978
c*** RSVX,4, 2.9E-3

C*** STEEL WORKPIECE: CONDUCTIVITY - TEMPE~TURE TABLE
MPTEMP,l, 50, 200, 400, 600, 800,

1000
MPDATA,KXX,l,l, 8.633E-4, 8.464E, 7.39E-4, 6.682E-4, 6.OE-4,

5.32E-4
MPTEMP,7, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000,

2800
MPDATA,KXX,1,7, 4.676E-4, 4.08E-4, 3.8E-4, 3.7E-4, 3.82E-4,

3.98E-4
MPTEMP,13, 3600, 30000
MPDATA,KXX,1,13, 3.98E-4, 3.98E-4

c*** COPPER ELECTRODE: CONDUCTIVITY - TEMPERATURE TABLE
MPTRES,KXX,l
MPDATA,KXX,4,1, 5.22E-3, 5.09E-3, 4.95E-3, 4.75E-3, 4.62E-3,

4.48E-3
,KXX,4,7, 4.28E-3, 4.22E-3, 4.15E-3, 4.08E-3, 4.02E-3,

4.02E-3
,KXX,4,13, 4.02E-3, 4.02E-3

C*** STEEL WORKPIECE: RESISTIVITY - TEMPERATURE TABLE
MPTRES,KXX,l
MPDATA,RSVX ,1,1, 5.9E-3, 7.75E-3, 1.09E-2, 1.56E-2, 2.OE-2, 2.68E-2

,RSVX,1,7, 3.39E-2, 4.198E-2,4.632E-2 , 4.8E-2, 4.95E-2, 5.lE-2
,RSVX,1,13, 5.lE-2, 5.lE-2

c*** COPPER ELECTRODE: RESISTIVITY - TEMPERATURE TABLE
MPTEMP,l, 50, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000
MPDATA,RSVX, 4,1, 1.103E-3, 1.245E-3,1.656E-3 ,2.078E-3, 2.49E-3, 2.9E-

3
MPTEMP,7, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000, 2800
MPDATA,RSVX,4,7,3 .323E-3,3.735E-3,3.946E-3 ,4.157E-3, 4.157E-3,4.157E-3
MPTEMP,13, 3600, 30000
MPDATA,RSVX, 4,13,4.157E-3 ,4.157E-3

C*** STEEL WORKPIECE: SPECIFIC HEAT - TEMPERATURE TABLE
14PTEMP,1, 50, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000
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MPDATA,C,l,l, .1053, .1077, .122, .134, .146, .158
MPTEMP,7, 1200, 1350, 1400, 1425, 1470, 1600
MPDATA,C,1,7, .182, .2, .56, .2, .203, .284
MPTEMP,13, 2400, 2600, 2700, 2700, 2770, 2770

MPDATA,C,1,13, .284, .284, .287, 1.67, 1.67, .287
MPTEMP,19, 3600, 30000
MPDATA,c,1,19, .287, .287

C*** COPPER ELECTRODE: SPECIFIC HEAT - TEMPERATURE TABLE
MPTEMP
MPTEMP,l, 50, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000
MPDATA,C,4,1, .095, .096, .10, .103, .105, .10
MPTEMP,7, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000, 2200
MPDATA,C,4,7, .111, .114, .116, .117, .118, .12
MPTEMP,13, 2600, 2700, 3600,30000
MPDATA,C,4,13, .123, .13, .13, .13

c*** INTERFACE BETWEEN ELECTRODE AND WORKPIECE (RSVX, KKK AND C)
MPTEMP
MPTEMP,l, 50, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000
MPDATA,RSVX, 2,1, 1.295, 1.268, 1.23, 1.162, 1.079, 0.99
MPTEMP,7, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000, 2800
MPDATA,RSVX, 2,7, 0.715, 0.305, 0.265, 0.225, 0.185, 0.0255
MPTEMP,13, 3600, 30000
MPDATA,RSVX,2,13, 0.003, 0.003

MPTEMP
MPTRES,KXX,l $MPDRES,W,1,KXX,2
MPTEMP
MPTRES,C,l $MPDRES,C,I,C,2

C*** INTERFACE BETWEEN TWO WORKPIECES (RSVX, KKK AND C)
MPTEMP
MPTRES,RSVX ,2
MPTEMP,l, 50, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000
MPDATA,RSVX,3; 1, 2.589, 2.535, 2.460, 2.324, 2.158, 1.978
MPTEMP,7, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000, 2800
MPDATA,RSVX,3, 7, 1.430, 0.610, 0.530, 0.450, 0.370, 0.051
MPTEMP,13, 3600, 30000
MPDATA,RSVX,3 ,13, 0.0059, 0.0059

MPTEMP
MPTRES,KXX,l $MPDRES,=,1,KXX,3
MPTEMP
MPTRES,C,l $MPDRES,C,1,C,3

CSYS ,1

c****************************************************************
c************************** **************************************
c*** ● **
c*** MESHING THE GEOMETRICAL MODEL FOR POINTED ELECTRODE ***
c*** ***
c************************************************************** **
c********************************************************* *******
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C*** Generate the nodal points for the electrode ***

N, 1, 0, 0, 0

N, 10, 0, 0, Thn
N, 60, FnR, O, Thn+InF
N, 100, InR, O, Thn+InZ

FILL, 10, 60, 4
FILL, 60, 100, 3

c***
C***

c***
c***
c***
c***
c***
C***

c***
C***

c***
c***
c***
C***

c***
C***

c***
C***

C***

100

●

N,

N,

N,

N,

N,

N,

NR=o.0
NR=NR+Nin

N, 11, NR, O, HdR-SQRT(HdR**2-NR**2)
NR=NR+Nin

N, 21, NR, O, HdR-SQRT(HdR**2-NR**2)
NR=NR+Nin

N, 31, NR, O, HdR-SQRT (HdR**2-NR**2)—
NR=NR+Nin

N, 41, NR, O, HdR-SQRT(HdR*’2-NR**2
NR=NR+Nin

N, 51, NR, O, HdR-SQRT(HdR**2-NR**2
NR=NR+Nin

N, 61, NR, O, HdR-SQRT(HdR**2-NR**2
NR=NR+Nin

N, 71, NR, O, HdR-SQRT(HdR**2-NR**2)
NR=NR+Nin

N, 81, NR, O, HdR-SQRT(HdR**2-NR**2)
NR.NR+Nin

I’?,91, NR, O, HdR-SQRT(HdR**2-NR**2)

N, 91, OUR, 0.0, 0.0
FILL, 1, 91, 8,, 10

150, TpR-(TpH-Thn-InZ)*TAN(TpA*PI/180 .0), O, Thn+InZ
FILL, 100, 250, 4,, 10
146, FIR, O, FIZ
FILL, 146, 150, 3,, 1
FILL , 91, 146, 4,, 11

305, TPR, O, TPH
FILL, 305, 150, 9,,-10

300, TpI, O, TpH
FILL, 300, 100, 9,,-10

335, TpR, O, Len
FILL, 305, 335, 2,, 10,,,3
330, CVR, O, Len
FILL, 300, 330, 2,, 10,,,3

FILL , 1, 10,,,, 10, 10, 5

FILL , 96, 146, 4,, 10, 4, I

* Node generation from 1 to
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FILL , 95, 135, 3,, 10
FILL , 94, 124, 2,, 10
FILL, 93, 113, 1,, 10
FILL, 210, 215, 4,, 1, 13, 10 * Node generation from 210 to

380

NGEN, 6, 400, ALL,,, O, PHI/5

C*** Generate the nodale points for the fin ***

N, 5101, FnR, O, FnZ
FILL, 5101, 60, 9,, -10
FILL, 5101, 300, 3,, 1, 10, -lo

N, 500, InR, ExA*l/2, Thn+InZ
N, 900, InR, ExA, Thn+InZ

DT=(PHI-ExA)/3
N, 1300, InR, ExA+DT, Thn+InZ
N, 1700, InR, ExA+2*DT, Thn+InZ

DZ=FnR*TAN(InA*PI/180.0)
N, 860, FDt, FAg, Thn+DZ

CSYS,O
FILL, 900, 100, 1,, -400
FILL, 860, 60, 1,, -400
FILL, 860, 900, 3,, 10, 2, -400

FILL, 860, 2060, 2,, 400
FILL, 410, 460, 4,, 10, 4, 400
FILL, 1260, 1300, 3,, 10, 2, 400

CSYS ,1

Ang.Fnt/TpI*180.O/PI
N, 700, TpI, Ang*l/2, TpH
N, 1100, TPI, Ang, TPH

DT=(PHI-Ang)/3
N, 1500, TPI, Ang+DT, TPH
N, 1900, TPI, Ang+2*DT, ‘@H

CSYS, o
FILL, 1500, 1300, 9,,-10, 2, 400

FILL, 460, 500, 3,, 10
FILL, 860, 900, 3,, 10

CSYS,I

N, 5901, FDt, FAg, FnZ
FILL, 5901, 1100, 3,, 1
FILL, 5101, 5901, l,,, 4, 1

FILL, 5901, 860, 9,,-lo, 2, -400
FILL, 5902, 870, 9,,-10, 2, -400

●
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FILL, 5903, 880, 9,,-lo, 2, -400
FILL, 5904, 890, 9,,-10, 2, -400

FILL , 300, 100, 9,,-lo, 3, 400

C*** Generate the
***

N, 10001, 0.0, 0.0,
N, 10006, 0.0, 0.0,
N, 10007, 0.0, 0.0,

nodal points for the workpiece and the interface

-Gap
-Twp
-(TWp+Gap)

FILL, 10001, 10006, 4

NGEN, 10, 10, 10001, 10007, 1, OuR/9, O, 0
NGEN, 10, 10, 10091, 10097, 1, 2*OuR/9, O, 0, 5

NGEN , 6, 400, 10001, 10187, 1, 0, PHI/5, O

c*********************************************************

c*** ***
C*** Generate the elements for the electrode ● **

c*** ***
c*********************************************************

MAT, 4

E, 1, 11, 411, 411, 2, 12, 412, 412
EGEN, 9, 1, -1
EGEN, 5, 400, -9

E, 11, 12, 22, 21, 411, 412, 422, 421
EGEN, 9, 1, -1
EGEN , 8, 10, -9

E, 91, 92, 102, 102, 491, 492, 502, 502
E, 92, 93, 103, 102, 492, 493, 503, 502 $EGEN, 8, 1, -1

E, 102, 103, 113, 113, 502, 503, 513, 513
E, 103, 104, 114, 113, 503, 504, 514, 513 $EGEN, 7, 1, -1

E, 113, 114, 124, 124, 513, 514, 524, 524
E, 114, 115, 125, 124, 514, 515, 525, 524 $EGEN, 6, 1, -1

E, 124, 125, 135, 135, 524, 525, 535, 535
E, 125, 126, 136, 135, 525, 526, 536, 535 $EGEN, 5, 1, -1

E, 135, 136, 146, 146, 535, 536, 546, 546
E, 136, 137, 147, 146, 536, 537, 547, 546 $EGEN, 4, 1, -1

E, 100, 210, 211, 110, 500, 610, 611, 510
E, 110, 211, 212, 120, 510, 611, 612, 520
E, 120, 212, 213, 130, 520, 612, 613, 530
E, 130, 213, 214, 140, 530, 613, 614, 540
E, 140, 214, 215, 150, 540, 614, 615, 550

E, 210, 220, 221, 211, 610, 620, 621, 611
EGEN, 5, 1, -1
EGEN, 12, 10, -5

EGEN , 5, 400, -(9*8+4*5+15+13*5)

.“
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c***************************************************
C*** ***

C*** Generate the elements for the fin ***
C*** ***
c***************************************************

E,

E,
E,
E,
E,

5011, 5021, 5022, 5012, 5411, 5421, 5422, 5412
EGEN, 3, 1, -1
EGEN, 9, 10, -3
EGEN, 2,400, -(3*9)
60, 5011, 5012, 70, 460, 5411, 5412, 470
70, 5012, 5013, 80, 470, 5412, 5413, 480
80, 5013, 5014, 90, 480, 5413, 5414, 490
90, 5014, 210, 100, 490, 5414, 610, 500

EGEN, 2, 400, -4
E, 5014, 5024, 220, 210, 5414, 5424, 620, 610
EGEN, 9, 10, -1
EGEN, 2,400, -9

c******************************************************* **
C*** ***

c*** Generate the elements for the workpiece ***
C*** ***
c*********************************************************

MAT, 1

E, 10001, 10011, 10411, 10411, 10002, 10012, 10412, 10412
EGEN, 5, 1, -1
EGEN, 5, 400, -5

E, 10011, 10012, 10022, 10021, 10411, 10412, 10422, 10421
EGEN, 5, 1, -1
EGEN, 17, 10, -5

E, 10096, 10097, .10107, 10106, 10496, 10497, 10507, 10506
EGEN, 9, 10, -1

EGEN, 5, 400, -(5’17+9)

c'******************"************************************* *********
c*** ***
C*** Generate the interface elements between the electrode ***
C*** and the workpiece ***
C*** ***
c********************************************************* *********

MAT, 2 * Interface elements between electrode and workpiece
E, 1, 11, 411, 411, 10001, 10011, 10411, 10411
E, 10011, 11, 21, 10021, 10411, 411, 421, 10421

EGEN, 8, 10, -1
EGEN, 5, 400, -9
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MAT, 3 ● Interface elements between two workplaces
E, 10006, 10016, 10416, 10416, 10007, 10017, 10417, 10417
E, 10016, 10017, 10027, 10026, 10416, 10417, 10427, 10426

EGEN , 8, 10, -1
EGEN, 5, 400, -9

c*************************************************************

c*** ***

C*** The thermal analysis ***

c*** ***
c********************************************************* ****

c********************************************************* ********
C*** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND TRANSIENT ITERATIONS ***

c*****************************************************************

TUNIF, 70
TREF, 70

c*** Begin the 1st load step ***

ITER, 1, 1, 1
TIME, O

C*** KTEMP, O
KBC, 1

c******************************************
c*** Electrical boundary conditions ***
c******************************************

c*** O voltage on the bottom ***

NT, 10007, VOLT, 0.0,, 10097, 10
NT, 10407, VOLT, 0.0,, 10497, 10
NT, 10807, VOLT, 0.0,, 10897, 10
NT, 11207, VOLT, 0.0,, 11297, 10
NT, 11607, VOLT, 0.0,, 11697, 10
NT, 12007, VOLT, 0.0,, 12097, 10

c*** Current passing through from the top of electrode ***
HFLOW, 330, AMPS, l+mA/10,, 2330, 400

HFLOW, 730, AMPS, 2*AmA/10,, 1930, 400
HFLOW, 331, AMPS, AmB/10,, 2331, 400

HFLOW, 731, AMPS, 2*AmB/10,, 1931, 400
HFLOW, 332, AMPS, AmC/10,, 2332, 400

HFLOW, 732, AMPS, 2*AmC/10,, 1932, 400
HFLOW, 333, AMPS, AmD/10,, 2333, 400

HFLOW, 733, AMPS, 2*AmD/10,, 1933, 400
HFLOW, 334, AMPS, AmE/lO,, 2334, 400

HFLOW, 734, AMPS, 2*AinE/10,, 1934, 400
HFLOW, 335, AMPS, AmF/6,r 2335, 400

HFLOW, 735, AMPS, 2*AmF/10,, 1935, 400

●
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c******************* ● *******************

c*** Thermal Boundary conditions ***
c***************************************

C*** Heat flux equal to zero along the center axis ***
HFLOW , 1, FLUX, 0.0,, 10, 1 S, 401, FLUX, 0.0,, 410,

1
HFLOW , 801, FLUX, 0.0,, 810, 1 $, 1201, FLUX, 0.0,, 1210,

1
HFLOW, 1601, FLUX, 0.0,, 1610, 1

c*** Convection from the outer surface of electrode ***

Cv , 91, 102, 9E-6, 70, 13S, 11, 491, 502
CV, 491, 502, CVO, 70, 535, 11, 891, 902
CV, 891, 902, CVO, 70, 935, 11,1291,1302
CV,1291,1302, CVO, 70,1335, 11,1691,1702
CV,1691,1702, CVO, 70,1735, 11,2091,2102

CV, 146, 147, CVO, 70, 149, 1, 546, 547
CV, 546, 547, CVO, 70, 549, 1, 946, 947
CV, 946, 947, CVO, 70, 949, 1,1346,1347
CV,1346,1347, CVO, 70,1349, 1,1746,1747
CV,1746,1747, CVO, 70,1749, 1,2146,2147

CV, 150, 215, CVO, 70, 1750, 400, 550, 615

CV, 215, 225, CVO, 70, 325, 10, 615, 625
CV, 615, 625, CVO, 70, 725, 10,1015,1025
CV,1015,1O25, CVO, 70,1125, 10,1415,1425
CV,1415,1425, CVO, 70,1525, 10,1815,1825
CV,1815,1825, CVO, 70,1925, 10,2215,2225

Cv, 330, 331, Cvo, 70, 334, 1, 730, 731
Cv, 730, 731, Cvo, 70, 734, 1,1130,1131
CV,I130,1131, Cvo, 70,1134, 1,1530,1531
cv,1530,1531, Cvo, 70,1534, 1,1930,1931
CV,1930,1931, CVO, 70,1934, 1,2330,2331

c*** Convection from the inner surface of electrode ***
CV, 300, 310, CVI, 70, 320, 10, 700, 710

Cv , 700, 710, CVI, 70, 720, 10, 1100, 1110
Cv, 1100, 1110, CVI, 70, 1120, 10, 1500, 1510
CV, 1500, 1510, CVI, 70, 1520, 10, 1900, 1910
CV, 1900, 1910, CVI, 70, 1920, 10, 2300, 2310

CV, 5101, 5102, CVI, 70, 5501, 400, 5501, 5502
CV, 5102, 5103, CVI, 70, 5502, 400, 5502, 5503
Cv, 5103, 5104, CVI, 70, 5503, 400, 5503, 5504
Cv, 5104, 300, CVI, 70, 5504, 400, 5504, 700

CV, 5011, 5021, CVI, 70, 5091, 10, 5411, 5421
CV, 5411, 5421, CVI, 70, 5491, 10, 5811, 5821

CV, 5811, 5821, CVI, 70, 5891, 10, 5812, 5822
CV, 5812, 5822, CVI, 70, 5892, 10, 5813, 5823
CV, 5813, 5823, CVI, 70, 5893, 10, 5814, 5824
CV, 5814, 5824, CVI, 70, 5894, 10, 1010, 1020

Cv , 860; 5811, CVI, 70,,, 870, 5812
Cv , 870, 5812, CVI, 70,,, 880, 5813
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Cv, 880, 5813, CVI, 70,,, 890, 5814
Cv# 890, 5814, CVI, 70,,, 900, 101O

CV, 1010, 1020, CVI, 70, 1090, 10, 141o, 1420
Cv, 1410, 1420, CVI, 70, 1490, 10, 1810, 1820
CV, 1810, 1820, CVI, 70, 1890, 10, 2210, 2220

Cv , 900, 1010, CVI, 70,,, 1300, 1410
CV, 1300, 1410, CVI, 70,,, 1700, 1810
CV, 1700, 1810, CVI, 70,,, 2100, 2210

Cv, 20, 30, CVI, 70, 50, 10, 420, 430 .
Cv , 420, 430, CVI, 70, 450, 10, 820, 830
Cv , 820, 830, CVI, 70, 890, 10, 1220, 1230
Cv, 1220, 1230, CVI, 70, 1290, 10, 1620, 1630
CV, ~620, ~630, CVI, 70, 1690, 10; 2020, 2030

Cv, 10, 20, cvIt 70,,, 20, 420
Cv , 410, 420, CVI, 70,,, 420, 820
Cv , 810, 820, CVI, 70,,, 820, 1220
CV, 1210, 1220, CVI, 70,,, 1220, 1620
CV, 1610, 1620, CVI, 7’0,,, 1620, 2020

c*** No heat flux on the cross-section area ***

HFLOW , 11, FLUX, 0.0,, 20, 1

HFLOW , 31, FLUX, 0.0,, 40, 1

HFLOW , 51, FLUX, 0.0,, 60, 1

HFLOW , 71, FLUX, 0.0,, 80, 1

HFLOW , 91, FLUX, 0.0,, 100, 1
HFLOW , 106, FLUX, 0.0,, 110, 1

HFLOW , 126, FLUX, 0.0,, 130, 1

HFLOW , 103, FLUX, 0.0,, 106, 1

HFLOW , 125, FLUX, 0.0,, 126, 1
HFLOW , 210, FLUX, 0.0,, 330, 10

HFLOW , 212, FLUX, 0.0,, 332, 10

HFLOW , 214, FLUX, 0.0,, 334, 10

HFLOW, 2011, FLUX, 0.0,, 2020, 1

HFLOW, 2031, FLUX, 0.0,, 2040, 1

HFLOW, 2051, FLUX, 0.0,, 2060, 1

HFLOW, 2071, FLUX, 0.0,, 2080, 1

HFLOW, 2091, FLUX, 0.0,, 2100, 1
HFLOW, 2106, FLUX, 0.0,, 2110, 1

HFLOW, 2126, FLUX, 0.0,, 2130, 1

HFLOW, 2103, FLUX, 0.0,, 2106, 1

HFLOW, 2125, FLUX, 0.0,, 2126, 1
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FLUX ,
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0.0,,

0.0,,

0.0,,

0.0,,

0.0,,

0.0,,

0.0,,

0.0,,

0.0,,

0.0,,

0.0,,

0.0,,

0.0,,

0.0,,

30,

50,

70,

90,

120;

140,

116,

331,

333,

2030,

2050,

2070,

2090,

2120,

2140,

2116,
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●

*

●

●

HFLOW, 2210, FLUX, 0.0,, 2330, 10 $, 2211, FLUX, 0.0,, 2331,
10

HFLOW, 2212, FLUX, 0.0,, 2332, 10 $, 2213, FLUX, 0.0,, 2333,
10

HFLOW, 2214, FLUX, 0.0,, 2334, 10

c*** No heat flux on the cross-section area of the fin ***

HFLOW, 5011, FLUX, 0.0,, 5101, 10 $, 5012, FLUX, 0.0,, 5102,
10

HFLOW, 5013, FLUX, 0.0,, 5103, 10 $, 5014, FLUX, 0.0,, 5104,
10

C*** No heat flux on the cross-section of the workpiece ***
HFLOW, 10001, FLUX, 0.0,, 10141, 10 $, 10002, FLUX, 0.0,,

10142, 10
HFLOW, 10003, FLUX, 0.0,, 10143, 10 $, 10004, FLUX, 0.0,,

10144, 10
HFLOW, 10005, FLUX, 0.0,, 10145, 10 $, 10006, FLUX, 0.0,,

10146, 10

12142,

12144,

12146,

HFLOW ,
10
HFLOW ,
10
HFLOW ,
10

12011,

12013,

12015,

FLUX ,

FLUX ,

FLUX ,

0.0,,

0.0,,

0.0,,

12141, 10 $,

12143, 10 $,

12145, 10 .$,

12012,

12014,

12016,

FLUX ,

FLUX ,

FLUX ,

0.0,,

0.0,,

0.0,,

C*** No heat flux on the bottom of the workpiece ***

HFLOW, 10407, FLUX, 0.0,, 10581, 10 $, 10807, FLUX, 0.0,,
10981, 10

HFLOW, 11207, FLUX, 0.0,, 11381, 10 $, 11607, FLUX, 0.0,,
11781, 10

c*** Heat lose from the top of the workpiece ***

Cv, 10091, 10101, Cvo, 70, 10171, 10, 10491, 10501
CV, 10181, 10182, CVO, 70, 10186, 1, 10581, 10582

CV, 10491, 10501, CVO, 70, 10571, 10, 10891, 10901
CV, 10581, 10582, CVO, 70, 10586, 1, 10981, 10982

CV, 10891, 10901, Cvo, 70, 10971, 10, 11291, 11301
CV, 10981, 10982, CVO, 70, 10986, 1, 11381, 11382

CV, 11291, 11301, CVO, 70, 11371, 10, 11691, 11701
CV, 11381, 11382, CVO, 70, 11386, 1, 11781, 11782

CV, 11691, 11701, CVO, 70, 11771, 10, 12091, 12101
CV, 11781, 11782, CVO, 70, 11786, 1, 12181, 12182

NALL
WSORT, Z, -1, 0
WAVES

LWRITE

ITER, Hit, HItJ 1
TIME, CyW

KBC, 1
KRF, 2

LWRITE

A-12

ITER, CIt, CIt, 1
TIME, CyC
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●
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●

●

●

1

HFDELE, 330, AMPS, 335, 1
HFDELE, 730, AMPS, 735, 1
HFDELE,l130t ~psfllss~ 1
HFDELE,1530, AMPS,1535, 1
HFDELE,1930, AMPS,1935, 1
HFDELE,2330, AMPS,2335, 1

LWRITE

AFWRITE
FINISH
/INPUT, 27
FINISH
.

A-13



APPENDIX B

The Complete Temperature Distribution and History for

Various Cap Thickness Models



THICKNESS= 022 in ~ origlnddesign)

A=200F
B=400F
C=500F
D=800F
E=1200F
F=2000F
G=2800F

1= 1= I
i— l— I
1= I =1

MaxTemp.= 3075F
Min.temp.=71.5 F

* ~e-li~~is~titi~tiqi~n~r~
electrodeinterfaceduringtheheatingcycies.

* ThereisnotenoughtbnefOrtheinterkeheat
transferring8crossthethickness.

●

Fig.-l Temperaturedktributionat the
end of heatingprxxess (12 cycles)

- Cap thkkness = 0.22 h



I

●

Temp. (F)

4000

3000

2000

1000

0
-o

/

3

0.2

2

0.4

Time(see)

3

0.6

1

Fig. 1A- TemperatureMstoriestir three
specific locations (cap thickness=O.22in)

8-2

0.8



lHICKNESS

0.20”

=020kl

1~/=’-”-–-–-—

i//_l //////-—————

--- —-. ----- . .

.

A=200F
6=400F
C=600F
D=600F
E=1200F
F=2000F
G=2600F

=1=
—!—
=1=

Max. Temp. = 3076 F
Min. temp. = 71.2 F

● The cap thicknees is reduced 0.02 in from the orgirmi
design.

Fig.-2 Temperature dktributionat the
end of heatingprooess(12 cycles)

- Cap thlckwss = 0.20 In

B-3



400C

3000

2000

1000

0
-o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0

2

1

B-4

Fig. 2A- Temperaturehistoriesfor three
specificlocations(cap tbkkness--0.20 in)



B

THICKNESS = 0.18 in

4— —---

A=200F
B=400F
C=600F
D=800F
E=1200F
F=2000F
G=2800F

Max Temp. = 3080 F
Min.Temp. =71.0 F

* The cap th~ is reduced 0.04 in from the ofginal
deeign.

● Theieothefme●e graduallyconvergedtotheebctrode
intemce.

Fig.+ Ternpemturedktributlonat the
end of heatingprocms (12 CYCkS)

-CapthlCkneSS=O.18in
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●

☛

●

●

o

a

●

*

●

Temp. (F)

3ooo-

2000

/1000

3

~
0“

0.4

ime (see)

r--l

0.6 0.8

1

1

Fig.3A- Temperature histories for three

specific IocWons (capthkkness=().18 in)
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A=200F
B=400F
C=600F
D=800F
E=1200F
F=2000F
G=2800F

—

I
i
I

—

Max Tmp. =3083F
Mm.Temp.=70.8 F

● The cap thkkneee h timed 0.06 in fium the o@na}
deeign.

•7hebthemteamg~lyM~bti~e
intefhce.

Fii.4 Tempemtlwedktrfbutionat the
end of heatingprocess(12 CYCk?s)

-Capthlckness =O.161n

●
B-7
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●

4000

3000

2000

1000

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6

Time (See)

0.8

Fig. 4A- Temperaturehistoriesfor three
specificlocations(cap thickness==.16 in)

B-B



=o.14in

T
0.14

L

D=800F
E= 1200 F
F=2000F
G=2800F

WTernp. =3089F
Min.Temp.=70.7 F

* The capthkknee8Ie reduced0.08 In from the orginal
deeign.

* The Mhenne are gl’Ulualty converged to the electrode
interlke.

Fig.-5 Temperaturedistributionat the
end of heatingprocess(12 cycles)

- Cap thickness= 0.14 in

b-q



D

D

o

0

400C

300C

2000

1000

0

3

0 0.2

3

0.4

Time (see)

2

1

0.6 0.8

Fig,5A- Temperature historiesfor three
specificlocations(cap Wckness==.14 in)

B- 10



.. —- — A=200F
B=400F
C=600F
D=600F
E= 1200 F
F=2000F
G=2600F

k Temp. = 3094 F
Min.Temp. = 70.6 F

● Theap thidmesek reduced 0.10 in from the ofgird
deeign.

● Theisothefwwaregmdualtycamfergedtotheektrode
intwlhce.

F@.+ Ternperaturedistributionat the
end of heatingprooess(12 oyoles)

- Cap thkkness = 0.12 In



Temp. (F)

4000”

3000”

2000”

1000”

0

/ ‘1

3

I

o 0.2 0.4 0.6

Time (SC)

0.8

2

1

Fig. 6A- Temperaturehistorks for the
specificIocatione(cap thickness==.12in)

0- J2
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THICKNESS=0.10 In

;-, -/ /’ /!////
--—-——

A=200F
B=4(#F
C=600F
D=600F
E=1200F
F=2000F
G=2600F

—

I
I

i

=1

—1

Max Tanp. = 3095 F
Min. Temp.=70.5 F

* lhe cap thkkneu Is reduced 0.12 In from b orginal
design.

* The Mham$ ●m gmchmlty cOncenMOd to the
electrode intwhcc.

Fq.-7 TemperaturedishW#on at the
end of heatingprocess(12 cycles)

- Capthkkness = 0.10 In
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4000

3000

2000

1000

0
0 0.2 0.4

-rime(See)

0.6 0.8

2

1

Fig. 7A- Temperaturehktories for three
specificlocations(cap thickness=O.10in)

B- M.



THICKNESS = 0.08 kI

MtDL Temp. = 3078 F
Min.Temp.=70.4 F

Tha mpth- 18feduoed0.14 in from theorgind
dmign.
lhehthefnmawmucft~~onti
eiedrode ~p ttmnb original dedg~ but reduced
ap ttkknees dill an’t efMenUy dlbctthe Mwfsce
tempemtufe.
Th#ore, the ebctrhl contact residamm 18the mdn
fkctor dominating the Intwhoe tempmtwe.
The nugget Wmatfon is similwto the ortgintl design.

Fg.4 Temperature distributionat the
endofheating process(12cycJes)

- Cap thickness=0.08 In
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Temp. (F)

4000

3000 /

2ooo- ‘

1000

3

0-
‘0 0.2

3

Fig. 8A
specific

2

1

0.4 0.6 0.8

Time(see)

- Temperaturehistoriesfor three
locations(cap thicknese=O.08in)

0-16



●

Temp. (F)

4000”

●

3000’

9

2000”

*

1000’

●

0“

t:capthidmem

0 0.2 0.4

Time(see)

●

d
● -..1: ““’LLJ

a.

o b.

0.6 0.8

Therechcedcqthkknasdoesn’taffectthetempemtm
histotyof the nuggetduringtheheedingcycles(12cycles).
Redudngthecqthkknesvil lsigdkantlyafbdthe
coding mteofthenuggetduingthe cdingqck

13-17



Temp.(F)

●

*

e

●

●

●

●

1600

1200

800

400

f

L
‘o

L9catbr’12:

0.2 0.4

Time(see)

2

I

0.6

a.

b.

Thereduced qthieknasswi lafkttheektrodeintwke
tempemtm dudngthe heeding cycles (12 cydas).
Reducingtheu@hkknessuWgnilkdyWewtw
coolingrateoftheektmde intufaceduingthecoohg
Cycles.

B

B-1$

0.8
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Temp. (F)

1500

1200

900

600

300

‘o

Location3:

0.2 0.4

Time(see)

3

d I

1

0.6

a. ThewhxedmpthkknessMl #ewttheLocation3nwe
than Iwation 2 duhg the beating cycles (12 cycles).

b. Red@@heu@h&wsswilisignif&mUyafkxtthe
coofingrateoftheekctmdeitiduri ngthecooting
cycles.

o. 8



Temp. (F)e

●

●

9

4000

1
3ooo- :

2ooo- -

2

3
1000--

0-
0.08 0.11 0.14 0.17 0.2 0.23

C* thickness(in)

1.

2.

1

The reduced cq thicknessdoesn’tafkcttheintarfam
temperaturemuch.
Thecontact .~-ag-tidtiti
dominab the inkface kqmture.
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B

B

P

B

Temp. (F)
t:capthickness

4000

3000 t

MM

H).(I8
1000- “

&up2

‘o

Gfoup 1:

GrCnq2:

0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12

Time(SW)

Thedectmdeintwft wewithdlfwentcq
thi&w$8eff@KaL
Thestwsktdinterfamwithdifkentcq
thkhees effects.

The WI thicknese range 0.08-0.22 in

}
I

0.15

a. The maxinwntnmnemtufednw Is 136 F.
b. ~c cooling ~ doeen’t M’ectthe

eteebsteel InM&e, but will affect electrode
~;e

Interface.

The temperaturedistributionat the
end of heating (12 cycles)with
difFerentcap thicknesseffects
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